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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines the bacterial diversity of hyperarid and arid regions of
the Atacama Desert, Chile, as a first step towards understanding the global
biogeochemical significance of arid-land microbial communities. The specific objectives
were to characterize bacterial diversity and infer the possible metabolic potential of these
bacterial communities, and to evaluate the influence of moisture exposure on community
structure. In addition, the strengths and limitations of available tools for probing
microbial diversity and activity in terrestrial ecosystems were characterized for their
application to extreme oligotrophic communities.
Preliminary PCR-DGGE analysis of a west-east elevational transect from the
Pacific Ocean near Antofagasta to the western slopes of the central Andes indicated that
bacterial communities along this transect belonged to two distinct community types: 1)
hyperarid (700 – 2000 m) and 2) arid (2500 – 4500 m) communities that included both
vegetated and unvegetated regions. Subsequent diversity analysis of these two regions
revealed novel but distinct communities in both regions. A greater diversity was
observed in the unvegetated arid regions than in the unvegetated hyperarid areas. The
unvegetated arid sites were characterized by a bacterial community harboring a
combination of radiotolerant and halotolerant heterotrophs as wells as diverse phylotypes
closely related to chemolithoautotrophs. These rare phylotypes may be uniquely adapted
to arid ecosystems.
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Molecular tools evaluated for community diversity analysis included PCRDGGE, Sanger-clone and 454-pyrosequencing analysis of 16S rRNA gene libraries, and
the use of reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) for quantifying the impact
of environmental variables on the metabolic activity of a specific organism. These
techniques were evaluated using the ecosystems of the Atacama Desert as well as model
ecosystems designed to address specific questions. Molecular tools are invaluable to the
study of microbial ecology because they facilitate the study of fastidious organisms that
are difficult or impossible to culture, but the analysis presented in this dissertation
demonstrates that each of these methods has limitations and biases which must be
acknowledged to avoid inaccurate conclusions from skewed results. The most complete
picture of the taxonomic and functional profile of a microbial community is obtained by
employing a combination of molecular techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Literature Review
1.1.1 Arid Soil Microbial Diversity
More than 47 % of the earth’s terrestrial land area (LA) consists of dryland
ecosystems, regions characterized by annual deficits in available moisture. These
dryland ecosystems are categorized into distinct climatic zones based on an aridity index
(AI) calculated as the ratio of mean monthly precipitation/mean monthly potential
evapotranspiration. Three of these aridity zones, the arid (AI, 0.05-0.20; 12.1 % LA),
semiarid (AI, 0.20-0.50; 17.7 % LA), and dry subhumid (AI, 0.50-0.65; 9.9 % LA) are of
particular environmental concern to the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification (UNCCD) due to their susceptibility to desertification or ecosystem
degradation. The fourth dryland region, the hyperarid aridity zone (AI, < 0.05; 7.5 %
LA) includes areas labeled has having no potential for biological productivity (Middleton
et al., 1997). The arid climatic regions occupy the interface between the generally wellvegetated semiarid zones and the biologically unproductive hyperarid deserts and are
regions thought to be most vulnerable to global climate change (Ezcurra 2006). Land
degradation of arid, semiarid, and dry subhumid areas resulting from short term droughts,
long term climate fluctuations and human activities is of critical concern because it
results in an ecosystem shift to a reduced state of biological productivity impacting
general soil erosion as well as the productivity of regions considered to be important
sources of food and stores of carbon (Adams et al., 1990; Vernon and Paruelo, 2010).
Despite the large land area covered by arid regions and the potential impact of climate
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change on arid ecosystem stability, little is known about arid soil microbial diversity and
the potential contributions of these communities to biogeochemical cycling and to the
sustainability of vegetation in marginal areas. The specific goal of this dissertation is to
characterize the diversity of bacterial communities in hyperarid and arid ecosystems in
terms of their community dynamics, the influence of moisture exposure on community
structure, and the potential contributions of these communities to biogeochemical cycling
and the sustainability of vegetation. In addition, the strengths and limitations of available
tools for probing microbial diversity and activity in terrestrial ecosystems will be
characterized for their application to the extreme oligotrophic communities found in arid
and hyperarid desests.
Microbial diversity research in desert ecosystems has focused primarily on
fertility islands represented by cryptobiotic desert crusts (Belnap et al., 2001; GarciaPichel et al., 2001; Nagy et al., 2005), shrub islands (Aanderud et al., 2008; Collins and
Cavigelli, 2003), and the endolithic communities of translucent stones and gypsum crusts
(Dong et al., 2007; Warren-Rhodes et al., 2006; Wierzchos et al., 2006). Cryptobiotic
desert crusts are communities of cyanobacteria, green algae, lichens, mosses and other
microorganisms that colonize bare desert soil, fix both carbon and nitrogen, and stabilize
desert soils against wind and water erosion. These crusts are ubiquitous in semiarid
deserts such as the Sonoran Desert of southern Arizona, but are absent from regions of
more extreme aridity such as the core region of the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. In
contrast, endolithic communities are found in the more extreme deserts such as the
Atacama, the Negev Desert in Israel, and the McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica. These
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communities consist of gypsum crusts and quartz stones that are colonized by
cyanobacteria, green algae and diverse heterotrophic bacteria. The translucent minerals
form protective havens that shelter microbes from ultraviolet light and desiccation while
transmitting visible light for photosynthesis. Gypsum crusts are capable of absorbing
sufficient moisture to sustain green algal colonies at humidity levels ≥ 60 % in the
complete absence of precipitation events (Wierzchos, 2006). Finally, research on shrub
islands has shown that due to the low levels of organic matter in semiarid and arid soils,
plants become more dependent on the nitrogen and carbon fixation capabilities of desert
microbes. A study of the soils and plant litter beneath vegetation patches in the Negev
(Israel) and Chihuahuan (New Mexico) deserts revealed that soil carbon originated
primarily from cyanobacteria (∆13C analysis) and that plant nitrogen (N-15 analysis) was
derived from microbial nitrogen fixation (Thompson et al., 2006).
Whereas fertility island research has demonstrated the critical role that soil
microbial communities play in carbon and nitrogen cycling in desert ecosystems,
microbes also influence key earth surface processes such as precipitation/mineralization
and weathering reactions (reviewed in Viles, 2012). Microbes can function indirectly by
providing nucleation sites for crystallization of minerals such as gypsum and carbonates.
Given the moisture absorption capability of gypsum crusts in hyperarid deserts, one could
hypothesize that a biotic-abiotic positive-feedback cycle exists between biomineralization
and microbial metabolic activity where initial biotic activity facilitates abiotic
precipitation generating crystals that in turn offer protection thus enabling enhanced
microbial activity. Such a cyclic relationship was proposed by Raven and Giordano
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(2009) as a co-evolution of microbial communities and mineralizing environments.
Microbes also directly influence the solubilization of primary minerals, releasing
nutrients to support biotic activity. Weathering reactions are influenced by a number of
biotic factors including the metabolic activity of various iron-, nitrite-, and sulfuroxidizing chemoautotrophic bacteria. The activity of each of these chemoautotrophs is
acid-generating, leading to weathering and the consequential release of inorganic
nutrients from primary minerals (Sonnleitner et al., 2011).
As summarized by Viles (2012), the challenge now before us is to link these
documented microbial interactions with geomorpholgy and carbon and nitrogen cycling
over a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Some estimates project that prokaryotic
biomass may account for 50 % of global biomass with major implications for
biogeochemical cycling (Whitman et al. 1988). Some components of this prokaryotic
biomass are well characterized, but little is known about other biomes, some of which are
vast. Oceans were once considered metabolic deserts, yet current research indicates that
half of all annual net primary production is attributed to photosynthetic activity of oceans
(Field et al., 1996). Little is known about the microbial diversity, metabolic potential and
community dynamics of the vast open spaces of sparsely vegetated and unvegetated
desert regions. These extensive arid regions may harbor an array of unique organisms
with unknown metabolic potential. A first step towards understanding the global
significance of arid land microbial communities is to document the diversity and
metabolic potential of microorganisms in these regions.
1.1.2 The Atacama Desert as a Model Desert Ecosystem
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The Atacama Desert of northern Chile will be used as a model desert ecosystem
in this dissertation due to its long time aridity and stable climate. The Atacama stretches
for more than 1000 km along the narrow coastal plateau between the Rio Copiapó
(27.32⁰S) and the town of Arica (18.48⁰S) near the Peruvian border and extends from the
Pacific Ocean to the western slopes of the Andes. Aridity has persisted in this region for
the past 90 million years (Houston and Hartley, 2003) with the onset of hyperaridity in
the central core tracked to the middle to late Miocene in association with the uplift of the
Andes (Rech et al., 2010). Rainfall in the central plateau is virtually nonexistent with just
one 2.3 mm percipitation event recorded over the course of a four year study (19941998), an event attributed to rainout of heavy fog (McKay et al., 2003). The extreme
aridity of this region is primarliy attributed to two factors. First, westerly precipitation
from the Pacific is limited by a combination of the strong temperature inversion along the
west coast driven by the upwelling of cold waters from the Humboldt current and the
steep barrier created by the coastal Cordillera. Second, easterly precipitation from the
Amazon Basin is blocked by the extreme rainshadow of the central Andes (although
spillover events do occur on the western flanks of the Andes during the monsoon events
of the austral summer from December to March; Houston and Hartley, 2003). The
combination of these climatic factors creates an west-east precipitation gradient. Sparse
weather data indicate that mean annual precipitation (MAP) in the Atacama generally
correlates with elevation above 2500 m.
MAP records from across the central Atacama (22-25⁰S) reveal a gradient of ≤5
mm yr-1 from 700 m to 2500 m, 4-20 mm yr-1 at the hyperarid margin located from ~2500
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m to 3200 m (Houston and Hartly, 2003; Luebert and Gajardo, 2000) and 36-105 mm yr-1
in the central vegetated regions on the western slopes of the Andes (Quade et al., 2007).
MAP of arid climatic zones is typically ≤ 200 mm yr-1 with an inter-annual variability of
50-100% (Middleton et al., 1997), thus identifying the central Atacama climatic zones as
grading from hyperarid to arid. Aridity in the central Atacama restricts perennial
vegetation to between 3500 and 4800 m, where irregular precipitation events support a
vegetation belt of continuous but sparse and species-poor desert scrub and grassland
(Arroyo et al., 1998; Maldonado et al., 2005). Vegetation at elevations between 2500 and
3500 m grades from non-existent to sporadic.
1.1.3 Bacterial Community Structure in the Central Atacama Desert
An initial characterization of bacterial community structure in the central
Atacama was conducted with samples collected in 2002 along a west-east elevational
transect beginning at 400 m in the coastal range above Antofagasta (23.65⁰S, 70.24⁰W)
and traversing the desert to the slopes of the Volcán de Llullaillaco (24.72⁰S, 68.55⁰W)
in the Andes at 4500 m above sea level (Figure 1) (Drees et al., 2006). DNA was
extracted successfully and microbes were cultured from all sites along this transect,
although culturable counts and extractable DNA concentrations were much lower in the
hyperarid region than in sample sites at ≥ 2800 m (Drees et al., 2006; Maier et al., 2004).
The bacterial community structure of the soils sampled along this transect was analyzed
by amplifying the V7/V8 variable region of the 16S rRNA gene. Amplicon profiles from
each community were generated using denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE)
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and compared using Kruskal’s isotonic multidimensional scaling analysis (KIMDSA)
(Venables and Ripley, 2002).
The results revealed that the bacterial communities along this transect clustered in
two distinct groups (Figure 2). The first group, referred to as the Core Absolute Desert
group, included samples from 703, 987, 1315, and 1931 m where hyperaridity has
prohibited the growth of vascular plants for millions of years (Dunai et al., 2005). This
group will be referred to as the hyperarid community for the remainder of this
dissertation. The second cluster, referred to as the Andean Vegetation (AV) group,
included all of the remaining elevations (400, 2510, 2792, 3107, 3593, 3900, 4270, and
4500 m). The AV group included both the vegetated sites at higher elevations (3500 to
4500 m) as well as the unvegetated regions located in the area of more limited rainfall (420 mm) between the hyperarid and arid vegetated zones. This area is referred to as the
hyperarid margin and is defined at its upper limit by the lower boundary of the vegetation
belt that fluctuates with annual precipitation patterns and was located at 3593 m in 2002
and 3300 m in 2007. While no vegetation was observed between 2500 and 3000 m during
the sampling trips of 2002 and 2007, the occasional presence of fine root hairs in the top
30 cm of the soil profiles at 2500 – 2800 m indicates past presence or annuals at these
elevations.
The results of this survey suggested an interesting pattern among the AV bacterial
communities. The four communities representing the perennial vegetation belt (3593,
3900, 4270, and 4500 m as observed in 2002) clustered tightly together, but the
unvegetated sample communities (3107, 2792, and 2510 m) did not cluster as tightly
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(Figure 2). This trend was not statistically significant, but was sufficiently intriguing to
form the focus of the sampling effort conducted in June 2007 and reported in Appendix A
as part of the Present Study in this dissertation. The sharp separation of the bacterial
communities along this transect into two distinct groups and the subtle differences
observed within the AV group suggest that bacterial community profiles could serve as
more effective indicators of extreme hyperaridity in the Atacama Desert than the
presence of perennial vegetation. This hypothesis is based on the fact that the
unvegetated sites located in the hyperarid margin region clustered with the AV group
rather than the hyperarid group. The sample collected at 400 m is an outlier in this
analysis. A visit to this sample site in 2007 revealed that this sample was collected in a
drainage area exposed to occasional moisture as supported by the presence of green
perennials in 2007. Although limited weather data are available from the samples sites
along this transect, one can only speculate that the observed transition in bacterial
community affiliation from the hyperarid group to the AV group at 2510 m reflects
significant differences in moisture availability.
Two significant results were identified from the DGGE analysis of the hyperarid
desert communities (Drees et al., 2006). First, these communities were characterized by
a simple community structure. Just four to seven DGGE bands represented each
community, three of which were common to all four hyperarid profiles. Site 987 m was
selected for further analysis because the culturable counts were highest of the hyperarid
sites and the profile had the greatest number of bands (Drees et al., 2006). Bands from
the DGGE gels were excised and sequenced to identify the dominant populations of the
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987 m community. BLAST analysis of the sequences representing these populations was
used to identify the closest sequence match in the GenBank database and the results are
presented in Table 1. Phylogenetic analysis of these populations is presented in
Appendix A, Figures 5a and 5b. A novel community diversity was found that included
Gemmatimonadetes, Planctomycetes, Thermomicrobia (now included in the Chloroflexi
phylum) and Actinobacteria. The majority of these populations represented unique
organisms with ≤96 % similarity to clones present in the database. The presence of
Gemmatimonadetes, Planctomycetes, and Thermomicrobia populations in this hyperarid
community was a surprising finding as previous work has not found these populations in
the hyperarid region of the desert (Connon et al., 2007). The second important
observation was that the bacterial populations characterized from the 987 m site
represented a temporally stable community. A second sample was collected in 2004 from
this site and a similar DGGE profile was observed with five bands. These bands were
excised and compared to the seven bands from 2002 and four were identified as the same
phylotype (> 99% sequence identity).
PCR-DGGE provides an excellent survey tool to evaluate comparative
community structure, but has limited application for the characterization of community
diversity. The strengths and weaknesses of this tool are evaluated in the Present Study
chapter of this dissertation and Appendix B.
1.2 Explanation of Dissertation Format
The specific objectives of this dissertation were two-fold. The first objective was
to use community structure and phylogenetic analyses to characterize bacterial
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communities in arid and hyperarid ecosystems in terms of their diversity and community
dynamics. The second objective of this dissertation was to evaluate the strengths and
biases of some of the molecular tools used in this dissertation for analysis of diversity and
metabolic activity in arid microbial communities. There are numerous tools available for
accomplishing this objective and a combination of these tools must be employed to
accurately assess the true compositional and functional dynamics of a soil community.
Each of these tools is limited by specific biases and those biases must be clearly
understood to select those that can most accurately predict the community dynamics of a
specific ecosystem.
A summary of the bacterial community structure of hyperarid soils is presented in
section 1.1.3 of this dissertation. This work was done in conjunction with Kevin Drees
and was published in 2006 (Drees et al., 2006). The culture-based and PCR-DGGE
based KIMDSA characterization of the communities along the west-east elevational
transect was completed by Kevin Drees. Band excision, sequencing and phylogenetic
analysis of populations present at hyperarid site 987 was completed for this dissertation.
Three manuscripts are included as appendices. The first manuscript (Appendix
A) is a characterization of the bacterial diversity of unvegetated soils at the hyperarid-arid
margin in the Atacama Desert based on 16S rRNA gene libraries generated by 454
pyrosequencing and Sanger-sequenced clones. The results present an evaluation of
community metabolic potential inferred from phylogenetic analysis and a comparison of
arid and hyperarid communities. Appendices B and C contain mansucripts evaluating
some of the molecular tools available for characterizing the diversity and potential
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activity of these communities. Appendix B evaluates the accuracy of PCR-DGGE as a
tool for evaluating the comparative structure of complex bacterial communities.
Appendix C demonstrates the value of reverse transcriptase-quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)
as a tool for evaluating the influence of the environment (cadmium concentration) on
secondary metabolite production. The applicability of the molecular tools presented in
these three manuscripts to the analysis of oligotrophic communities is reviewed in the
Present Study chapter of this dissertation.
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Table 1-1. Summary of bacteria identified from DGGE profiles of 987 (2002) and 989
(2004) m soil samples. Phylum associations were determined based on phylogenetic
analyses (Drees et al., 2006).
Band
ID

Accession
no.

Phylum

Closest BLAST Match
(GenBank Accession no.)

Identity
(%)

Uncultured bacterium
AT425_EubC11(AY053483)
Uncultured forest soil
bacteriumDUNssu177
(AY913247)
Uncultured Gemmatimonadetes
clone AKYH1514 (AY921705)
Uncultured soil bacterium
288-2 (AF423245)
Uncultured bacterium clone
pGXAR2 (DQ256391)
Uncultured Gemmatimonadetes
clone AKYH1194 (AY921682)

95

Source

987

987-5

DQ648483

Gemmatimonadetes

987-2

DQ648479

Gemmatimonadetes

987-3b

DQ648481

Actinobacteria

9875b2

DQ648484

Planctomycetes

987-4

DQ648482

Gemmatimonadetes

9873b2

DQ648480

Planctomycetes

Uncultured Planctomycete
(AJ431346)

96

987-1b

DQ648478

Thermomicrobia

Uncultured bacterium cone
FBP267 (AY250872)

96

95
96
97
93
94

Gas hydrate
sediments (Gulf
of Mexico)
Forest soil
(Germany)
Agricultural soil
(Minnesota)
Agricultural soil
(Riverside, CA)
Alkaline soil
(China)
Agricultural soil
(Minnesota)
Ikaite tufa
columns
(Greenland fjord)
Rock surface
(McMurdo Dry
Valley,
Antarctica)

989
98912b2

DQ648485

Gemmatimonadetes

9899b2

DQ648486

Gemmatimonadetes

9898b2

DQ648487

Proteobacteria

989-7b

DQ648488

Planctomycetes

989DQ648482a
11b2

Gemmatimonadetes

Uncultured bacterium
AT425_EubC11(AY053483)
Uncultured forest soil
bacteriumDUNssu028
(AY913247)
Uncultured Gemmatimonadetes
clone AKYH1514 (AY921705)
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans
33020 (AJ278719)
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans
(AY495961)
Uncultured bacterium clone
pGXAR2 (DQ256391)
Uncultured Gemmatimonadetes
clone AKYH1194 (AY921682)

a Sequence 989-11b2 is 100% similar to 987-4

94
94
95
99
99
93
94

Gas hydrate
sediments (Gulf
of Mexico)
Forest soil
(Germany)
Agricultural soil
(Minnesota)
Uranium waste
piles (Germany)
Mine drainage
(Wales, UK)
Alkaline soil
(China)
Agricultural soil
(Minnesota)
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Figure 1-1: Map of the 2002 Atacama transect. Grey filled circles represent
sample sites and black squares represent towns. The black asterisk represents
the site sampled in 2002 and 2004.
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Figure 1-2: KIMDSA of the DGGE profiles from the 2002 transect with
99.35% of the variance explained, a stress factor of 0.0344, and a p-value
of 0.04. The permutation test used confirmed the significance of the
defined groups (Drees et al., 2006).
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PRESENT STUDY

The methods, results and conclusions of this study are presented in the papers
appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings
in these papers and the relevance of these findings to the specific objectives of this
dissertation.
2.1

Life at the hyperarid margin: novel bacterial diversity in arid soils of the

Atacama Desert, Chile.
Soils at the hyperarid margin of the Atacama Desert were characterized by a
novel taxonomic composition of bacterial communities dominated by Actinobacteria and
Chloroflexi and marked by strikingly low levels of Acidobacteria and Alpha- and Beta
Proteobacteria which typically dominate terrestrial ecosystems (Janssen, 2006). The
paucity of typically dominant phyla in these unvegetated Atacama soils presents
intriguing evidence for further investigation of potential correlations between the
abundance or absence of specific indicator populations or functions within these groups
and the presence of vegetation in arid ecosystems. The dominant Actinobacteria
(belonging to the Nitriliruptoraceae) and Chloroflexi were located in apparently novel
lineages (Appendix A, Figures 5a and 5b) with ≤ 90 % sequence similarity to clones in
the GenBank database, leaving the functional potential of this portion of the community
as an intriguing unknown. The communities also included an abundance of
Rubrobacteraceae, OTUs more closely associated with desiccation- and radiationtolerant populations typically present in desert soils, as demonstrated in Appendix A.
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Despite the fact that both the hyperarid and hyperarid-margin regions are unvegetated and
have extremely low organic C and N levels, the results revealed distinct differences
between the bacterial communities of these two ecosystems with an enhanced bacterial
diversity observed at the hyperarid margin, potentially related to slightly higher MAP
levels and to exposure to past vegetation history.
The clone library characterization of one of the margin sites, 2547 m, permitted a
more specific phylogenetic analysis of the bacterial populations present in this ecosystem.
This analysis revealed a depth of diversity suggesting the presence of a functional
bacterial community harboring a combination of radiotolerant, halotolerant, and
uncharacterized rare phylotypes that may be uniquely adapted to survival under hyperarid
conditions. Two examples of potential primary producers included a Nitrospira clone
that clustered in a well-supported clade with N. moscoviensi, an obligate chemoautotroph
that derives energy from the aerobic oxidation of nitrite to nitrate using a novel nitriteoxidizing system (Lucker et al., 2010; Spieck, 1998) found to be specifically adapted to
low-nitrite concentrations. A second example was a γ-Proteobacteria clone that was
classified (RDP classifier, 91% confidence) in the Ectothiorhodospiraceae and was
located phylogenetically in a highly supported lineage with iron and sulfur oxidizing
chemolithoautotrophs (Appendix A, Figure 5b). The presence of these two autotrophs
revealed the potential for both primary production and mineral weathering within this
community. The metabolic potential for primary production suggested by the presence of
these phylotypes in this unvegetated arid site in the Atacama Desert indicates the value of
further exploration of the functional potential of these arid soil communities.
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The results presented in this manuscript reveal several major pros and cons to the
use of 454 pyrosequencing vs. 16S rRNA clone library strategies as tools for the analysis
of community diversity. Advantages to the 454 approach include:
1) 454-pyrotag libraries generated by pyrosequencing provide a greater depth of
community analysis than can be accomplished from a 16S rRNA clone library
2) 454 pyrosequencing provides a high throughput analysis strategy that facilitates
the comparison of a much greater number of samples in significantly less time
than can be accomplished from the clone library approach
3) Work done for this dissertation (data not shown) revealed that 454 pyrosequences
can be generated from extremely low levels of template DNA, much less than that
required for PCR-DGGE or clone library analysis
The two major limitations of the 454-pyrosequencing approach are:
1) the homopolymer sequence errors associated with pyrosequencing, but not Sanger
sequencing
2) the short sequence read length obtained (100 to 400 bp for 454 vs ~1500 bp for
Sanger sequenced clones)
2.2

PCR and Electrophoresis Artifacts Impacting Microbial Diversity Analysis

by PCR-DGGE
PCR-DGGE is an excellent molecular tool that has been used extensively to
generate microbial community profiles for comparison of community structure across a
broad range of communities. The primary advantages of PCR-DGGE are that it is a low
cost, highly reproducible ecosystem survey tool that can be used effectively to
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accomplish the kind of community analysis summarized in section 1.1.3 of this
dissertation. This preliminary PCR-DGGE survey of bacterial communities along a
broad transect crossing the Atacama Desert provided critical information directing our
subsequent research efforts in the Atacama. Community differences revealed by the
PCR-DGGE survey were substantiated by the subsequent studies presented in this
dissertation. Thus, I consider PCR-DGGE a vital component of the molecular toolbox
that should not be jettisoned for more sophisticated and advanced techniques.
Highlighting all of the strengths of PCR-DGGE is beyond the scope of this
dissertation, but suffice it to say that this work demonstrates that the technique is highly
reproducible and profile bands actually represent OTUs that can be sequenced and
identified. The specific objective of the manuscript included in Appendix B is to
highlight important limitations of this technique and to defend the subsequent conclusion
that PCR-DGGE must be used as a relative tool for the analysis of comparative
community structure rather than community diversity. The limitations highlighted in this
manuscript focus first on artifacts generated in PCR-DGGE analysis that confound the
results and second on the PCR biases inherent in the amplification of mixed template
DNA samples with universal primers.
This study and subsequent work demonstrated three important limitations to the
use of DGGE profiles for community diversity analysis. First, many single isolates
generate multiple bands in DGGE profiles. Six isolates were included in this study. Of
these six, four generated single bands, one generated two bands and one generated four
bands. The number and location of bands was isolate-specific and highly reproducible.
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Further, analysis of the doublet bands associated with one of the isolates revealed that
each of these bands represented the same sequence. Further analysis supported the
hypothesis that this DNA sequence had two optimal secondary structure configurations
with different migration rates in the DGGE gel (Appendix B). This result contradicts the
prevailing hypothesis that multiple DGGE bands represent the heterogeneous sequences
of multiple copies of the 16S rRNA gene as explained in Appendix B. In addition, I have
shown in current work that some DGGE bands represent multiple amplicons from distinct
organisms that migrate together as a single band (Legatzki et al., 2011). These two
artifacts - the generation of multiple bands from a single isolate and the generation of a
single band from multiple OTUs - demonstrate that PCR-DGGE analysis cannot be used
to quantify community α-diversity because band number does not correlate directly with
OTU number. For this reason, I have described this technique as an excellent tool for the
comparison of relative community structure, but not diversity. The profiles are extremely
reproducible, thus differences in community profiles can be used to assess qualitative
differences in community structure.
A second artifact is the heteroduplexes generated in mixed template PCR from the
annealing of divergent amplicons during the final cycles of PCR when amplicon
concentration exceeds primer concentration. I showed that the incidence of heteroduplex
formation is reduced, but not eliminated, by decreasing the DNA template concentration.
It was demonstrated that the heteroduplex products migrate slowly and are typically
located in the top 1-3 cm of the DGGE profile (heteroduplex migration distance is
dependent on the gradient). Thus, bands located in this region should not be included in
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DGGE analysis. This research demonstrated that the specific heteroduplexes formed
were unique to certain template pairs. Thus, the bands formed are not random events.
A final limitation of PCR-DGGE is the fact that bands reveal the presence and
absence of specific populations in a community, but band intensity should not be used to
quantify relative abundance. The work presented in Appendix B reveals that band
intensity does not always correlate with the initial template concentration of a specific
OTU within a community DNA extract. As with all molecular tools, PCR-DGGE has
specific biases or limitations and researchers must be cognizant of these limitations to
avoid over-analysis of the results.
2.3

Cadmium effects on transcriptional expression of rhlB/rhlC genes and

congener distribution of monorhamnolipid and dirhamnolipid in Pseudomonas
aeruginosa IGB83.
The microbial diversity analysis of the Atacama Desert presented in this
dissertation used phylogenetic analysis of 16S rRNA genes to demonstrate differences in
community diversity and to infer potential differences in metabolic potential under
different moisture regimes. Current technology provides tools to facilitate an evaluation
of the influence of environmental variables on the actual metabolic activity of specific
communities. One strategy used extensively to quantify metabolic response is to target
the activity of specific genes of interest in response to an environmental perturbation
using quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-qPCR). The manuscript included in
Appendix C provides a case study that demonstrates limitations of this tool. The case
study evaluates the influence of cadmium (Cd) on the secondary metabolite production of
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monorhamnolipd (RL1) and dirhamnolipid (RL2) by Pseudomonas aeruginosa and on
the expression of rhlB and rhlC, two genes integral to the rhamnolipid biosynthetic
pathway as explained in Appendix C.
In this study, Cd amendment influenced the temporal pattern of rhamnolipid
production as well as the ratio of RL1:RL2 produced. Temporal variations in
rhamnolipid production included 1) a growth-phase related delay in rhamnolipid
production and 2) a continuation of rhamnolipid production until late stationary phase in
Cd-amended cultures, when production ceased by mid-stationary phase in control
cultures. No transcriptional downregulation of either rhlB or rhlC was observed to
explain the observed Cd-induced delay in production, but a sustained expression of rhlB
to late-stationary phase in Cd-amended cultures explained the second temporal response.
Thus, RT-qPCR proved to be only a partial predictor of the influence of Cd on secondary
metabolite production. Possible post-transcriptional explanations for the growth phase
related delay in production are addressed in Appendix C.
Cd also influenced the ratio of rhamnolipid congeners produced. A 1.5- to 1.8fold increase in RL2 relative to RL1 was observed for cultures amended with both 0.45
and 0.89 mM Cd at both mid- and late-stationary growth phases. This result was of
particular interest because work done by collaborators revealed that the strength of the
RL2-Cd complex is several orders of magnitude larger than the RL1-Cd complex
(Lebron-Paler, 2008). No concurrent upregulation of rhlC was observed to explain the
observed shift in RL2:RL1 ratio in response to Cd, yet the complexation data suggest that
this change may be significant in the surrounding environment. Since rhamnolipids are
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both intra- and extracellular secondary metabolites, the Cd-induced change in congener
distribution could imply that metals in the surrounding environment may impact metal
bioavailability and toxicity for the cell as well as metal speciation reactions in the
surrounding environment by influencing the ratios of rhamnolipid congeners produced.
In summary, this case study revealed that RT-qPCR provided only a limited
predictor of the rhamnolipid production dynamics of P. aeruginosa in response to Cd
amendment. Whereas the lack of expression of a specific gene of interest in a community
indicates the absence of that activity, the expression of that gene does not guarantee the
activity of interest. Prokaryotic cells contain a broad spectrum of post-transcriptional
controls that enable the cell to fine tune its metabolism to maximize efficiency under
specific growth conditions.
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Abstract Nearly half the earth's

surface is occupied by
dryland ecosystems, regions susceptible to reduced states of
biological productivity caused by climate fluctuations. Of
these regions, arid zones located at the interface between
vegetated semiarid regions and biologically unproductive
hyperarid zones are considered most vulnerable. The

objective of this study was to conduct a deep diversity
analysis of bacterial communities in unvegetated arid soils
of the Atacama Desert, to characterize community structure
and infer the functional potential of these communities
based on observed phylogenetic associations. A 454-pyrotag analysis was conducted of three unvegetated arid sites
located at the hyperarid-arid margin. The analysis revealed
communities with unique bacterial diversity marked by
high abundances of novel Actinobacteria and, Chloroflexi

and low levels of Acidobacteia and Proteobacteria, phyla

that are dominant in many biomes. A 165 rRNA gene
library of one site revealed the presence of clones with
phylogenetic associations to chemoautotrophic taxa able to
obtain energy through oxidation of nitrite, carbon monoxide, iron, oi sulfur. Thus, soils at the hyperarid margin were
found to harbor a wealth of novel bacteria and to support

potentially viable communities with phylogenetic associations to non-phototrophic primary producers and bacteria
capable of biogeochemical cycling.
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47 .2 7o of the earth's land area (LA) is dryland,
regions climatically charucteized by annual deficits in
available moisture (Middleton et al. 1997). Three of the
dryland regions, the arid (12.1 Vo LA), semiarid (17.7 Vo
LA) and dry subhumid (9.9 Vo LA), are collectively considered by the United Nations Convention to Combat

More than

Desertification (UNCCD) to be of particular environmental
concern due to their susceptibility to desertification or
ecosystem degradation. The fourth dryland region includes
the naturally hyperarid deserts (7.5 Vo LA), areas with
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hyperarid deserts and are thought to be most vulnerable to
global climate change (Ezcurua 2006). Despite the global
significance of these arid zones, little is known about the
soil bacterial diversity and potential metabolic activity of
these regions or the potential contribution of these vast
open areas to global biogeochemical cycling.
In this study, we use the Atacama Desert, one of the
driest and oldest deserts on earth, as a model ecosystem to
profile bacterial diversity in arid soils at the hyperarid
margin. Like the hyperarid core, these regions are devoid
of vegetation, yet unlike the hyperarid regions that experience consecutive years with no rainfall, the hyperarid
margin experiences limited annual precipitation. To date,
arid-land microbial ecology has focused primarily on the
diversity and community dynamics of fertility islands
associated with cryptobiotic desert crusts (Belnap et al.

200i; Nagy et al. 2005), shrub islands (Aanderud et al.
2008; Collins and Cavigelli 2003), or the endolithic communities of translucent stones and gypsum deposits (Dong
et aL.2007; Warren-Rhodes et al. 2006; Wierzchos et al.
2006). In contrast, we focus here on the bacterial communities of unvegetated, open soils to characterize the

phylogenetic diversity and evaluate the potential for
functional diversity. A robust assessment of the bacterial
diversity of arid lands is a critical first step toward evaluating the potential contribution of soil bacteria from these
regions to ecosystem biogeochemistry.
The Atacama Desert extends along the coast of northem Chile (27"S-18"S) from the Paciflc Ocean to the
western slopes of the Andes. Aridity has persisted in this
region for the past 90 million years (Houston and Hartley
2003), with the onset of hyperaridity in the core area of
the Atacama tracked to the middle to late Miocene in
association with the uplift of the Andes (Rech et al. 2010).
Based on current precipitation records, the core absolute
desert below 2500 m in elevation is hyperarid, while
regions above 2500 m are considered arid ecosystems.
The arid zone can be further separated into the unvegetated, hyperarid margin extending from 2500 to -3000 m
and a perennial vegetation belt of continuous but sparse
and species-poor desert scrub and grassland (Arroyo et al.

Our present objective was to document the bacterial
diversity ofunvegetated soils at the hyperarid margin and to
evaluate whether the bacterial communities present have
the phylogenetic diversity necessary to function as viable
communities with capabilities of contributing to biogeochemical cycling. Three sites were selected along a transect
through the hyperarid margin (2500-3000 m). Bacterial
phylogenetic profiles were generated for each of the sites
using a combination of 454-pyrosequencing and a 165
rRNA gene library. The goal of this study was (1) to use the
depth of community analysis provided by high-throughput
sequencing to characterize the bacterial diversity of unvegetated arid soils and (2) to infer the functional metabolic
potential inherent in these arid soils from observed phylogenetic associations.

Materials and methods
Transect description
Sample sites for the current study were selected from the
2500-2800 m portion of our previously described westeast elevational transect (Fig. l) traversing the Atacama
from the barren coastal range above Antofagasta (23.65"5,
70.24\n east to the vegetated slopes of the Volc6n de
Llullaillaco in the Andes (24.725,68.55'W) (Drees et al.

2006). The three sites selected for the current study were

al

et al. 2005) that stretches above
In previous research, we identifled a signif,cant
difference in structure between the hyperarid bacterial
communities (700-2000 m) and those of the arid regions
(2500-4500 m) of the Atacama based on a large-scale
PCR-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (PCR1998; Maldonado

3000 m.

DGGE) community survey (Drees et al. 2006). Hyperarid
community structure was found to be highly consistent
over broad LAs (110 km transect distance). In contrast,
community structure within the arid region showed vari
ation between soils within the perennial vegetation belt
and those near the hyperarid margin.

Q

Spri.ge'

Fig. 1 Map of the Punta Negra transect sampled in October 2002.
Filled gray circles represent sites sampled in October 2002 and filled
black squares represent towns along the transect. Asterisks indicate
sites sampled for this study
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Table

L

Site descriptions and physical characteristics of soils sampled

Elevation
(m)

Location (latitude,
longitude)

pH'

(mS cm-r)

Na
(mg

ECb

g ')

Vegetation type
(7o Plant cover)

MAT"

("c)

2514

24.341"5, 69251.W

7.9

0.15

0.75

None

15.3

2547

24.339"5, 69.234.W

8.1

1.77

1.33

None

15.2

2728

24.264"5,69.191"W

8.0

2.49

1.33

Isolated dry stalks Cistanthe
salsoloides (<.1 7o)

14.6

u Soil-deionized water ratio of I : l, University
of Arizona Water Quality Center Laboratory
b EC, electrical conductivity,
University of Arizona Water Qualify Center Laboratory

"

Mean annual temperature. Temperature decreases linearly with elevation;

located at 2514, 2547, and 2728 m between the eastern
side of the central plateau and the western slopes of the
Cordillera Domeyko (Fig. 1; Table 1). Precipitation in this
region of the Atacama is primarily driven by the South
American summer monsoon (SASM), carrying moisture
from the Atlantic with final rain out on the westem slopes

('C):

-1.0 x l0-6(elev)2 +

0.0016(elev)

*

17.634

Table 2 Characterization of elements important to bacterial nurition
in soil samples
Element (pg

g-t)

Sample elevation (m)

2514

2547

2728

Major elements

of the Andes (Houston and Hartley 2003) creating an

TCU

760

I 1500

1900

orographic effect where increasing elevation generally

TOCb

148

221

2l4ll34'

corelates with increasing precipitation above 2500

TNU

BDL

BDL

Pd

765

768

BDL
209t

su

400

1900

3000

Fed

15457

14865

16566

Cad

4608

30838

I 1568

Mgo

8093

10102

6s62

Kd

2247

4292

2071

Mnd

492

406

622

Cud

23.2

28.2

21.9

Znd

41.2

44.6

40.3

Cod

8.9

10.2

11.0

Mod

1.4

1.9

1.9

m.

SASM rainfall events do not reach lower elevation desert
regions below 2500 m where vascular plants have been
absent for millions of years and precipitation events are
extremely rare (Dunai et al. 2005; Houston and Hartley
2003; Quade et al. 2008). Recorded precipitation during a
4-year study in the central Atacama (900-1000 m elevation) was limited to a single rainfall event of 2.3 mm
(McKay et al. 2003). Consistent perennial vegetation is
limited to elevations between 3500 and 4800 m; however,
the lower boundary of this vegetation belt fluctuates with
annual precipitation patterns and extended down to 3300 m

Trace elements

in June 2007.
Soil sampling, analysis, and DNA extraction
Samples for this study were collected in June 2007 from
unvegetated arid sites representing surfaces with distinct
geomorphologies (Table 1). The site elevations will be used
as site names for the remainder of this paper. Soil pits were
dug at each site to a depth of 40 cm. Composite samples were
removed from the walls of each pit at a depth of 15-25 cm
using a trowel sterilized with Lysol. Samples were sealed
and stored at4 oC until analysis. Prior to analysis, samples
were sieved (2 mm) to remove gravels. Results from our
previous structural analysis of soil bacterial communities
sampled at an elevation of 987 m in2002 and 2004 revealed
that our sample storage strategy successfully preserved the
bacterial community structure of these extremely dry desert
soils (Drees et al. 2006). Chemical and physical analyses
were performed as described in Tables I and 2 by the University of Arizona Water Quality Center Laboratory and the

Arizona Laboratory for Emerging Contaminants. Total

BDZ below detection limit
o

TN total nitrogen, TC, total carbon, and S, sulfur, determined by
hightemperature combustion using an NCS analyzer (Carlo Erba
model Nal500) with detection limit 0.01 7o. University of Arizona
Water Quality Center Laboratory
o TOC,
total organic carbon, determined manometrically by hightemperature combustion after pretreatment with 3 N HCI (detection
limit 20 pg)

"

Replicate samples were analyzed to evaluate heterogeneity caused

by occasional dry plant fragments
d Analyzed
by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer following nitric acid digestion

organic carbon (TOC) was quantified manometrically following sample dissolution in 3 N HCl.
Total genomic DNA was extracted from multiple
600 mg soil subsamples from each site using the FastDNA
Spin Kit for Soils (MP Biomedicals, LLC Solon, OH) as
described previously (Drees et al. 2006); extracts were
combined and then quantified using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA kit (Invitrogen Corp, Carlsbad, CA, USA).
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Community 165 rRNA genes were amplified separately
from each community extract for 454-pyrotag libraries and
a 165 rRNA gene library as described below.
454 tag-coded pyrosequencing

The 165 rDNA V6 region of DNA community extracts
from the three samples was amplif,ed using the following
universal primers: a l:1 mixture of forward primers
9091917F (5/-AAACTYAAARRAATTGACGG-3' and

165 rRNA gene library

A

165 rRNA gene library was constructed from the site
2547 commrtnity DNA extract using primers 27F and
1492R as described previously (Mendez et al. 2008). All
clones generated were Sanger sequenced and assigned to
OTU groups based on a conservative sequence similarity of
>99 7o to facilitate comparison of the clone OTUs with the
shorter 454-pyrotags. Contaminant sequences were identi-

fied using a negative clone library consffucted from

an

-GAATTGACGGGGRCCCGCA-3') (Keij ser et al. 2008)
and reverse primer 1 070R (5/-AGCTGACGACARCCAT)
combined with 454 platform adaptors and a barcode
sequence unique to each sample. The 25-pl PCR reaction
mix contained lx Invitrogen High Fidelity PCR buffer
(Invitrogen Corp, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 2.5 mM MgSOa,
0.5 pM each primer,0.4 g L-l unacetylated BSA (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, USA), 200 pM each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 5 Vo dimethyl sulfoxide, 1.0 U Platinum High
Fidelity Taq polymerase (Invitrogen Corp, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) and 1-100 pg template DNA. The PCR conditions
were 94 oC for 2 min; 30 cycles of 94 'C for 30 s, 55 'C
for 40 s, and 68 oC for 40 s with a final extension at 68 "C
for 5 min. Amplicons from three reactions were pooled for
each sample, and purified by gel electrophoresis and band
extraction using the QlAquick gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen

extraction blank processed in parallel with soil samples. All
454-pyrotags or clones with 100 Vo similarity to negative
clone library sequences were identified as contaminants
and removed from the respective data sets. Phylogenetic
analysis was performed as described in Fig. 5. Phylogenetic analysis was also performed on unclassified Chloroflexi 454-pyrotags (<50 7o confidence threshold) following
manual insertion into the clone library alignment.
Sequences associated with Chloroflexl lineages (bootstrap
>85 7o) were classified as Chloroflexl. All clone sequences
were deposited in the GenBank database with accession
numbers JFI 06661-JYl 06692.

Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Dilutions of initial template
DNA (l-100 pg reaction-l) were amplified in separate
PCR reactions for each sample to evaluate the influence of
initial template concentration on the final number of

Site and soil characterization

5'

sequence reads generated. Amplicon concentrations were
standardized prior to pyrosequencing which was performed

by the Arizona Genomics Institute (University of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ, USA) using the 454lRoche GS-FLX system
according to the manufacturer's guidelines. The sequences
generated were deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive under accession number SRP006083.
The sequences were filtered and trimmed according to
the following criteria: presence ofboth forward andreverse
primers and appropriate barcode tags; contains no Ns;
minimum length of 110 bp; maximum length of 200 bp;
trimmed after the 3' end of 917F (prior to 5'-CACAA-3')
and at the 5' end of 1070R. OTU clustering was carried out
using Mothur vl.l2.2 (Schloss et al. 2009) with a 0.03
cutoff. Taxonomic classifications were assigned to OTUs
based on a50 Vo cbnfidence level using the RDP Classifier

(Wang et al. 2007) and Silva databases (Pruesse et al.
2007). In addition, classifications with <50 7o confidence
were accepted for a speciflc OTU if both databases agreed
on the taxonomic assignment. Rarefaction curves, richness
estimates, diversity indices, and community comparisons
were computed using the respective Mothur applications
(http ://www. mothur.org).
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Results and discussion

All sampled soil pits were dug into alluvial gravels derived
from volcanic rock parent materials of varying ages
(Table 1). Based on the characteristics of the soils and
geomorphic surfaces, site 2514 is very old (>106 years)
and stable, and probably has not received moisture except
by rare rainfall events directly on the site. In contrast, sites
2547 and,2728 are located on younger (103 to 10s years),
semi-active alluvial fan surfaces with historic exposure to
moisture from slightly higher elevations as well as from
on-site precipitation. The presence of pedogenic gypsum at
varying soil depths served as an indicator of the historic
aridity of the three sites. Previous work indicates that sites
where gypsum occurs deeper in the soil profile have
experienced wetter conditions (Dixon and Mclaren 2009).
The gypsum assumes a range of morphology depending on
age, from thin gravel clast coatings in the younger parts of
the soil profiles to massive gypcrete in the older parts.
Gypcrete deposits were found close to the surface (between
10 and 25 cm) at site 2514 and were located at >25 cm at
sites 2728 ard 2547.
Organic carbon and nitrogen levels were extremely low
in all soils indicating extreme oligotrophic conditions
(Table 2) comparable to those found in the hyperarid
regions (Drees et al. 2006). Vegetation was evaluated at all

sites based on both an on-site survey (Table
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microscopic examination of soil samples for the presence
of root fragments. No on-site vegetation was present at
sites 2514 and2547, but microscopic examination revealed
small root fragments in soils from both sites (1-5 mm in
length) indicating a past vegetation history. Specif,c mean
annual precipitation (MAP) data are not available for the
individual samples sites, but available records indicate a
range of 4-20 mm for all three sites (Houston and Hartley
2003; Luebert and Gajardo 2000). The presence of dry
plant stalks at site 2728 was attributed to greater moisture
exposure at this site from rare runoff events sourced from
the surrounding mounlains.

Bacterial community diversity analysis

by 454-pyrosequencing

DNA yield from soil extractions was two- to fourfold
higher at site 2728 than at sites 2514 and 2547 (data not
shown). As a result, pyrosequencing was performed on

dilutions

of initial DNA

template concentrations

(1-100 pg reaction-l) from each site to evaluate the
influence of initial template concentration on the number of
sequence reads generated. All final amplicon concentrations were standardized prior to pyrosequencing. No correlation was observed between template concentration and
the final number of sequence reads generated per sample
(data not shown); thus, replicates generating the best
sequence yield were used for downstream analysis of each
community. Preliminary taxonomic characterization of the
sequences generated revealed the presence of chloroplast

DNA belonging to the genus Steptophyta (96-100 Vo
confidence) within the communities. These sequences were
presumed to belong to green algal plastids and thus were
removed prior to subsequent bacterial diversity analyses.
The ACE estimator was used to compare the a-diversity

of the soil

communities (Table 3). Estimated species
diversity was higher at site 2728 than at sites 2514 and
2547. Rarefaction curves (Fig. 2) also predicted higher

Table

3

species richness

in site 2728 than in sites 2547

and 2514.

Recall that this site was characterized by higher DNA
yields and the presence of dry plant stalks. Community
coverage estimates based on the ACE estimator indicated
that sites 2514 and 2547 were more completely sampled
(89 and 78 To,respectively) than site2728 (51 7o sampled).
The Shannon and Simpson indices indicated that overall
species richness and evenness were similar for the three
sites, despite the higher estimated a-diversity at site 2728.
Similarity among the sites was evaluated using several
indices. An OTU distribution analysis (Fig. 3) revealed a
significant overlap in a-diversity among the three sites.
OTUs shared by all three sites ranged from22.5 to 26.8 7o,
and>4l%o of the OTUs in each community were present in
at least two of the three sites. Pairwise community comparisons based on the S@rensen abundance (Sorabund)
index revealed strong similarities among all three com-

munities, while the Bray{urtis index suggested subtle
differences. Bray-Curtis found sites 2128 and 2514 to be
most similar and 2514 and 2547 least similar (Table 4).
This result is surprising considering that sites 2514 and
2547 were just 1.7 km apart and site 2728 was located
9-11 km from these sites. Physical properties that differed
between sites 2514 and2547 included both the location of
site 2514 on an older geomorphic surface and the presence
of surface gypsum deposits at this site. Gypsum deposits at

at greater depths
(>25 cm), suggesting a higher historic moisture exposure.
Site 2514 was also unique in that 23 Vo of the initial
sites 2547 and 2728 were found

sequences were chloroplast

DNA (Table 3), suggesting the

of green algae at this site. Chloroplast DNA
abundance at the other sites was <1 sequence. We

presence

hypothesize that the abundance of chloroplast DNA at site
2514 may indicate past or present colonization of the surface soil gypsum deposits by endolithic communities.
Previous research in the core Atacama Desert at an elevation of 2850 m found that gypsum deposits located at the
surface were colonized by mixed endolithic communities,

Diversity analysis of 454-pyrosequencing data

Sample
Number of
(m elevation) sequencesu

Observed
OTUsb

Chaol'

ACE.

(95 7o Cr)

(95

Vo

Cl)

Simpson (D)"'d
(95 Vo CI)

0.16)

2514

3s60 (2486)

t48 (r23)

136 (128; 160)

r37 (129; ls4)

0.14 (0.13;

2541

3386 (3249)

t52 (139)

178 (160; 210)

2728

2217 (2200)

148 (142)

r88 (162;244)
200 (112:254)

0.14 (0.13;0.15)
0.13 (0.12;0.14)

n8 Q38;335)

Shannon"

(95

Vo

Cl)

3.06 (2.99;3.14)

293 (2.86;2.99)
3.05 (2.97;3.12)

u Sequences remaining after trimming and filtering (77.5 Vo average retention).
The number in parentheses represents the sequences remaining
following the removal of OTUs identified as chloroplast or contaminant DNA
o OTU definition
= 97 9o sequence similarity. The number in parentheses represents OTUs remaining following the removal of OTUs identified
as chloroplast or contaminant DNA

"

Calculated with sequences remaining after removal of contaminant and chloroplast sequences
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if the crusts are exposed to a
sufficient number of days with relative humidity values
>60 Vo (Wierzchos et al. 2011). We did not examine the
gypsum at site 2514 for evidence of green algae, but the
large number of chloroplast sequences present in this
community suggests endolithic colonization at this site.
extremely low levels of MAP
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Taxonomic composition of arid soil pyrotag libraries
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Fig.2

Rarefaction curves generated from 165 rRNA gene 454-pyrotags using observed OTUs computed with Mothur vl.12.2 (Schloss
et al. 2009) (http://www.mothur.org) with a 0.03 cutoff
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Fig.3 Distribution of OTUs obtained from 454-pyrosequencing of
bacterial soil communities from sites 2514, 2547, and 2i128 in the
Atacama Desert. The OTU abundances are calculated as a percent of
total OTUs for each sample and are defined as follows: unique, shared
with one other site, and common to all thrce sites. Samples are labeled
according to site elevation (m)

Table

4

Comparative bacterial community structure analysis of soil

communities
Sample site comparisons

(m, elevation)

Analysis method

Bray-Curtis

Abundance-based
SOrensen

2728 versus 2514

0.518

0.864

versrs 2547

0.222

0.867

2547 versrs2514

0.188

0.753

21728

while gypsum that was buried at depths >25 cm showed no
evidence of colonization (Dong et al. 2007). Research has
also shown that endolithic colonization of Ca-sulfate crusts
by green algae and heterotrophic bacteria can occur despite

Q

Springer

taxonomic composition characterized the dominant populations of all three sites. The three communities
were heavily dominated by Actinobacteria and Chloroflexi
with sequence abundances of 70-77 and 7.52-14.507o,

respectively (Fig. 4). Abundances of the traditionally
dominant soil phyla, Aci.dobacterta and Proteobacteria
(Janssen 2006), were strikingly low. For example, a
pyrosequencing survey of 88 soils from North and South

America (Lauber et al. 2009) found Acidobacteria,
Actinobacteria, and Proteobacteria to be the most abundant
phyla followe d by B acte roi.dete s and Firmicute s.
At the hyperarid margin, Acidobacteria were completely
absent from site 2547 and comprised just 0.2 and 0.09 7o of
the 2514 and 2728 communities, respectively. Following a
similar pattern, Acidobacteria were also absent from 8 of
11 sites evaluated in a cold, shale desert characterized by
140 mm MAP at the Mars Desert Research Station
(MDRS) located in southeast Utah (Direito et al. 2011). In
contrast, Acidobacteria represented 17 and 22 7o, respectively, of the communities isolated from the hot desert of
Tataouine (South Tunisia) (Chanal et al. 2006) and an arid,
unvegetated soil located at5235 m elevation on the slopes
of the Socompa volcano in the Atacama Desert (Costello
et al. 2009) (MAP <200 mm).
Proteobacterla abundance ranged from 2.2 to 6.3 Vo in

the hyperarid margin communities. Further, the most
abundant Proteobacteria it all three communities were
Gammaproteobacteria (Fig. a). This is in contrast to a
broad survey of surface soils that found the Alpha- and
Betaproteobacteria to predominate, representing 19 and
l0 Vo of average soil communities, respectively (Janssen
2006). A low precipitation gradient analysis of soils in
Israel also found Proteobacteria (dominated by Alphaproteobacteria) to be significantly less abundant in arid
versus semiarid and Mediterranean climate zones. Proteobacteria comprised 38 7o of the Tataouine desert community, but 80 7o of these were Gammaproteobacteria and
just 10 atd 0 Vo were Alpha- and Betaproteobacteria,
respectively. Proteobacteria abundance was also low in the
unvegetated arid Socompa volcano community (4 Vo), but
these OTUs were Alpha- and Betaproteobacteria and not
Gammaproteobacteria. This analysis suggests a potential
correlation between the degree of aridity and the taxonomic
strucLure of soil communities.
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Fig.4 Phylum abundance of

bacteria present

Atacama calculated as a percentage

454-pyrotag librmies. b The plot labeled Site 2547-Sanger represents
data from the site 2547 165 rRNA gene library. Phylum abbrevia-

Alphaproteobacteria; Bacteiod., Bacteroidetes; Betaprot., Betaproteobacteria; Deino-Therm., Deinococcus-Thermus; Deltaprot., Deltaproteobacteria; Gammaprot., Garnmaproteobacteria; Gemmat.,
Gemmatimonadeles; Thermotog ., Thermoto gae; Vemrco., Verruco microbia; Unclass., unclassified; Uncl. Prot., Proteobacteria that
could not be classified to the sub-phylum level

tions: Acido., Acidobdcteria; Actino, Actinobacteria: Alphaprot.,

Dominant arid soil phyla
The dominance of Actinobacteria in the hyperarid margin
soil communities is typical of arid ecosystems, though the
abundances observed in this study are significantly higher
than those identified in most other arid soils. A pyrosequencing survey of soil bacterial diversity in seven global
biomes found desert soils to have the highest abundance of

Actinobacteria (-30 Vo) (Fierer et al. 2009). In the Atacama, Actinobacteria represented 33 Vo of the total community of the arid, Socompa volcano site (Costello et al.
2009). However, a clone library analysis of a hyperarid soil
from the Yungay region found a community with 94 %o
Actinobacteria (Connon et al.2007). In other deserts, Actinobacteria were found to be the most abundant phylum in

soils from the McKelvey Valley

of the McMurdo Dry

Valleys, Antarctica (33 Vo abundance) (Pointing et al. 2010)
and the second most abundant phylum in a Tataouine desert
soil (26 70 sequence abundance) (Chanal et al. 2006).
The most abundant Actinobacteria in the soils from this
study were OTUs that belonged to the Nitriliruptoraceae

family (88-93 7o confiderce) within the Actinobacteridae
subclass. Pyrotags from this family accounted for >34 %o
of the sequences in each of the three communities. Further
classification of these novel pyrotags will be addressed in
the analysis of the 165 rRNA gene library. The next most
abundant Actinobacteria were OTUs belonging to the
Rubrobacteridae subclasses. The distribution of Rubrobacteridae was more variable among the three sites. OTUs
belonging to the Rubrobacter gews (>97 Vo conf,dence)
comprised 21.5 Vo of the site 2547 community, but just 6.7

and 7.6 Vo of the site 2514 and 2728 communities,
respectively. In contrast, the Rubrobacteridae of sites 2514
and 2728 were dominated by members of the Conexibacteraceae family with smaller representation in the So/irubrobacteraceae and Patulibacteraceae families. Site
2547 incJl;rded Solirubrobacteraceae pyrotags, but no
Conexibacteraceae or Patulibacteraceae. Piecall that the
Bray{urtis pairwise comparisons of the three communities indicated a greater similarity between sites 2728 and
2514, than between either of these sites and site 2547.
Finally, each of the sites included low abundances of
Acidimicrobidae. Of interest is the fact that the majority of
the Actinobacteria identified in the hyperarid Yungay soil
belonged to the suborder Frankineae, a group with low
representation among the sites evaluated for the current
study (Connon et al. 2007).
Chloroflexi was the second most abundant phylum in all
three communities with abundances of 7.5, 14.5, and
13.6%o, for sites 2514, 2547, and 2728, respectively
(Fig. 4). An analysis of the five most abundant Chloroflexi
OTUs from each of the sample sites revealed a significant
amount of overlap. A multiple pairwise sequence alignment revealed that site 2547 had the highest abundance of
novel OTUs with the most abundant of these (7 7o abundance) located in a novel lineage that included a more
limited amount of OTUs from the other two sites. The
remaining high abundance Chloroflexl OTUs clustered
primarily into two groups within the Thermornicrobia class
(data not shown).

Unlike Actinobacteria, ltgh abundances of Chloroflexi

have not been previously associated with arid soil
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communities (Yamada and Sekiguchi 2009). However, a
recent culture-based study evaluating growth rates of soil
bacteria found both Chloroflexi and the Rubrobacteridae
subclass of Actinobacteria to be slow-growing bacteria
requiring >12 weeks for colony formation (Davis et al.
2011). Bacteria characterizedby such slow growth rates
typically have a high affinity for growth-limiting resources
and an increased tolerance to drought (Schimel et al.20O7).

of global terrestrial biomes
found the relative abundance of Chloroflexl to range from 1
to 7 7o with desert biomes averaging 2.5 Vo. In contrast,
three other studies have associated Chloroflexi with diverse
extreme environments. First, a low precipitation gradient
study in Israel found an inverse relationship between precipitation and the abundance of Thermomicrobia clones
(Bachar et al. 2010). Second, an alpine tundra soil (Costello

The pyrosequencing survey

and Schmidt 2006) contained a Chloroflexl abundance
of 16 Vo, many of which were not afflliated with established subdivisions. Finally, a study focused on a successional gradient on Hawaiian volcanic deposits found that
Chloroflexi comprised 24,4 Vo of the bare soil community,
while these phylotypes were not detected in soils under
nearby plant canopies (Weber and King 2010). This latter
study refers to the Chloroflexl as pioneer colonists of vol-

at either site 2514 or 254'l . Specifically, with the exception
of Planctomycetes, all phyla identifled from either site
2514 or site 2547 were present in the site 2728 community,
as well as four additional phyla not found at either of the

other sites. Recall that this site also had higher estimated
a-diversity. Second, three patterns support the Bray-Curtis
indication that sites 2514 arrd 2728 were most similar of the
three sites. As previously noted, Rubrobacter spp. are less
abundant at these sites than at site 2547. In addition, both
Acidobacteria and Bacteroidetes populations are present in
low numbers in these communities while virtually absent
from site 2547 . Based on the data collected for this study,
we hypothesize that the subtle similarities between sites
2514 and 2728 are related to evidence for phototrophic
primary production present at both of these sites, but absent
from site 2547; the site 2514 community contained an
abundance ofchloroplast DNA (23 7o ofthe original reads,
Table 3) and site 2728 contained dry plant stalks. As previously indicated, high abundances of Acidobacteria and
Bacteroidetes are generally associated with less arid soils.
We acknowledge that the specific influence of diverse
environmental factors on arid soil bacterial diversity cannot
be identified from the limited number of sample sites
characterized for this study, but the subtle differences

canic deposits. Interestingly, Chloroflexi have been characterized with a novel and complex layered cell envelope
structure (Sutcliffe 2010) that includes a unique membrane
construction containing long-chain 1,2-diols and a cell wall
with variable and atypical peptidoglycan contents (Wu
et al. 2009), These unique features combined with the high
abundance of Chloroflexl in the Atacama arid soils may
reflect specific adaptations of these populations to survival
under arid conditions, but their specific functional role is
yet to be elucidated.

observed among the bacterial communities at the hyperarid
margin in the Atacama suggest potential correlations
between enhanced primary production and the presence or
absence of specific populations. Of particular interest is a
possible association between the slightly higher level of
a-diversity present at site 2728 and the presumed exposure
to higher moisture levels from runoff.

Finally, it is interesting to note that one abundant
unclassified OTU representing 6.6, 4.0, and 1.5 Vo of the
site 2728, 2547, and 2514 communities, respectively, had
97 7o seqlence identity with clones from the Negev Desert
in Israel (CrQ425506) and uranium-mining impacted soils
(EUl4l774). The presence of this unique, abundant, and
yet to be classified organism suggests a wealth ofuntapped
diversity in extreme, arid environments.

Site 2547 m was selected for construction of a nearly fulllength 165 rRNA gene library to gain further insight into
the identities of dominant populations and the possible
functional dynamics of this arid community. A total of 236
clones representing 32 OTUs were obtained after removal
of contaminant sequences and potential chimeras. The
depth of diversity detected by the clone library (5 phyla)
approach was less than that obtained from pyrosequencing
(10 phyla), demonstrating the limitations of clone library
analysis; however, the phylum distribution and dominant
OTUs present within both libraries were similar (Fig. a).

Comparative taxonomic composition of hyperarid
margin communities

The distinctive community structure of the Atacama soils
at the hyperarid margin suggests the presence of a conserved ecosystem characterizing this region, but subtle
differences between the sites also revealed a degree of
heterogeneity in an apparently homogeneous, unvegetated
landscape. First, it is noteworthy that the total number of
phyla in the site 2728 commtnity profile was greater than
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165 rRNA gene library

of site 2547

Eighty-eight percent of the clone OTUs had >99 Vo
sequence identity with a corresponding 454-pyrotag OTU

showing excellent correspondence between

the

two

approaches.
The most abundant Actinobacteria 454-pyrotags identifi ed

from the three sites were also dominant in the 2547 gene
library. Nitriliruptoraceae clone, w1-77 (Fig. Sa),hadl00 7o
sequence identity with the most abundant Nitiliruptoraceae
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pyrotag. This clone was located in a well-supported clade
with Nitriliruptor alkaliphilus (9V94 70 sequence similarity), a haloalkaliphilic bacterium capable of growth on

aliphatic nitriles (Sorokin

et al.

2009). The

closesr

GenBank relatives were clones with 90 70 sequence similarity from unpublished studies of Indian coastal soils
(HQ397411) and a Xiarinur soda lake sediment in China

(GU083690). The Nitriliruptoraceae clotes also had
89-91 Vo sequence similarity with a group of clones
identified from the highly alkaline, saline soils of former
Lake Texcoco, Mexico (Valenzuela-Encinas et al. 2009).
In addition, the taxonomic survey from the MDRS found
that 8-10 Vo of the sequences from two separate sample
sites clustered in a clade with N. alkaliphilus (bootstrap
99 ?o) (Diuleito et al. 2011). The Nitriliruptoraceae clone
with the closest GenBank relative was wl-22 with 95 7o
similarity to a clone from a simulated radioactive waste site
in Idaho (GQ263668) (Field et al. 2010). This analysis of
Nitriliruptor clones reveals that these communities at the
hyperarid margin are dominated by novel bacteria with
minimal similarity to previously characterized species.
Interestingly, the closest relatives are found in alkaline
saline soils and deserts suggesting a unique idaptation of
this organism to arid ecosystems.
The second and fifth most. abundant pyrotags in the 2547

community had >99 7o identity with a group of Rubrobacter clones (41 Vo abundance) that were located in a
highly supported clade (100 7o) with the desiccation- and
radiation-tolerant R. radiotolerans (Fig. 5a). BLAST
analysis of one of these clones, w2-61, identifled three
highly similar (98 7o) uncultured clones, two from a soil in
India (HQ397161, HQ397130) and one from an undisturbed tall grass prairie soil in Oklahoma (FJ479549)
(Youssef et al. 2009). Unlike the Nitilirupror OTUs,
clones related to R. radiotolerans have been previously
associated with extreme ecosystems of the Atacama
(Connon et al. 2007), Australia (Holmes et al. 2000), the
Tataouine Desert of Tunisia (Chanal et al. 2006), and the
McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica (Pointing et al. 2010).
The most abundant site 2547 Chloroflexi pyrotag (7 %o
sequence abundance) had 100 70 sequence identity with
Chloroflexi clone wl-24 located in the previously descri-

bed novel Chloroflexi lineage (Fig.5b). This clone also
represented a novel microbe with 11 7o sequence divergence from the closest relative in the GenBank database
(HQ397159). Four other Chloroflexi clones clustered in
two Thertnomicrobia clades. The clade containing clones
w1-23 (100 Vo idenity with the flfth most abundant 2547
pyrotag), w2-19, and w2-20 was also a unique lineage with
9-ll Vo sequence divergence from the closest GenBank
relatives. Interestingly, Clone w1-23 was most closely
related (91 7o) to a clone from a cryptoendolithic community from the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica (de la

Torre et al. 2003). The two Chloroflexi clones most similar
to previously identified sequences were w1-21, a Sphaerobacter spp. (RDP Classifler, 100 %o), with 95 Vo similarity to an uncultured clone from a saline-alkaline soil
(JN037916) and a clone i.o* a faba bean rhizosphere
(8U979025) and w1-18 with 93 7o similarity to a clone
from a hypolithic community o\ a quartz stone from the
Atacama Desert (FJ891038). Clone w1-18 was the only
Chloroflexi clone not present in the 454-pyrotag library
(>15 Vo divergent from closest pyrotag).
DGGE band sequences from our previously characterized Atacama hyperarid ecosystem (Drees et al. 2006) were
inserted into the site 2547 phylogenetic tree (Fig.5a, b).
Just two bands were found to be loosely related to 2547
clones. Bands 987-3b and 987-1b had 95.7 and 95.4 7o
sequence identity with Actinobacteria wl-42 and Chloroflexi wl-23, respectively (Fig. 5a, b). Several 2547 clones
clustered in each of these clades suggesting an overlap of
some hyperarid phylotypes with OTUs from the arid-site
2547 community.
Evidence for primary production in 2547 arid

community
No phototrophic primary producers were identified among
the site 2547 clones; however, several clones demonstrated
potential as non-phototrophic primary producers by virtue
of their phylogenetic association with previously characterized chemolithoautotrophs. First, clone w3-81, most
closely related to a Nitrospira clone (8F612393, 99 Vo
sequence identity) from a semiarid soil in southeastem
Arizona (Mendez et al. 2008), was assigned to the Nitro,1plra genus by the RDP Classifier (100 70 confidence)
and was located in a well-supponed clade (98 ?o bootstrap value) containing the obligate chemolithoautotroph,
N. moscoviensl (Fig. 5b). N. moscoviensi derives energy
from the aerobic oxidation ofnitrite to nitrate using a novel
nitrite-oxidizing system (N)(R.) (Lucker et al. 2010; Spieck
et al. 1998; Tourova et al.2007), Research has shown that
the NXR common to this genus is attached to the cytoplasmic membrane and oriented toward the periplasmic
space. This configuration makes Nitrospira especially well
adapted to substrate-limited conditions, an interesting
potential adaptation for survival in oligotrophic ecosystems
such as the Atacama. An analysis of nitrate accumulation
in the hyperarid regions of the Atacama revealed consistent
deposition rates of atmospheric inorganic nitrogen species
(Ewing et al. 2007), providing evidence for a potential
substrate for Niffospira populations.
Second, a Gammaproteobacteria clone, w3-11, was
located in a highly supported lineage with cultured isolates

belonging to the Ectothiorhodo spira, E ctothiorhodo sinus,
Thioalkalivibrio, and Thiobacillus genera (Fig.5b). The
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50 changes

5 Phylogenetic analysis of I 65 rRNA genes from site 2547 . The
tree was constructed from reference bacterial sequences (followed by

Fig.

GenBank accession no.) and site 2547 clone library sequences
(labeled with "w"), Sequences were aligned using Clustal W
(Wisconsin package v.10.3; Accelrys, San Diego, CA, USA) and

site (Drees et al. 2006) labeled 989 and 987 (and marked with
asteisk) were manually inserted into the base alignment. Rooted most
parsimonious trees were generated by heuristic search (tree bisection
reconnection branch swapping) as implemented in PAUP 4.0 Beta

the alignments adjusted manually using MacClade v, 4.08 (Maddison
and Maddison 2001). PCR-DGGE band sequences from the hyperarid

(Swofford 2006). Bootstrap values (1000 replicates) are given for
nodes with >50 7o support. Trees were rooted with two archaea
strains. a Actinobacteria, b non-Actinobacte ria

clone is classified as a member of the Ectothiorhodospiraceae fanily (91 Vo confidence, RDP Classifier), a family
consisting primarily of obligate or facultative autotrophs

(Tourova et al. 2007), and was located in a lineage with the
halotolerant, iron-oxidizer Thiobacillus prosperus (Nicolle
et al.2009). A BLAST analysis found w3-ll to be most
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Fig.S

continued

closely related to the fully sequenced Thioalkalivibrio sp.
HL-EbGR7 (CP001339, 92 Vo se\uence identity). The
Thioalkalivibrio genus was identified in 2001 to describe a
group of 25 chemolithoautotrophic sulfur oxidizers isolated
from Kenyan soda lakes (Sorokin et al. 2001) and characterized by a slow growth rate at pH levels from 7.5 to 10.65,
a high molar growth yield, and low oxidation rates of
thiosulfate, sulfide, elemental sulfur, and polythionates. A
study characterizing the microbial community inhabiting
the Salar de Atacama found that a large percentage of the
phylotypes identified were closely related to the Ectothiorhodospiraceae Eenera (Thiel et al. 2010). This lake is
located 120 km from site 2547 (Fig. l). Inland gypsum
deposits, such as those found at the sites evaluated in this
study, carry the isotopic signature of salts found in the local

salars and are presumed to have been deposited throughout
the central desert by eolian dispersion (Rech et al. 2003). Of

interest is whether these chemoautotrophic primary producers are active in this soil community or are simply a
vestige ofeolian deposition along with the gypsum deposits.
Two other clone clusters were located in lineages with
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria. First, clones w2-44 and
w3-15 clustered (99 Vo bootstrap) with a diverse group of
cultured autotrophic and heterotrophic iron-oxidizingbacteria belonging to the Acidiruicrobiales order (Fig. 5a)
(Johnson et al. 2009). The closest GenBank relatives were
uncultured clones from rock varnish in Black Canyon, New
Mexico (FJ595641, 98 Vo identity) and a recently deglaciated soil (GQ397083, 96 Vo identity), respectively. Second, a cluster of Chloroflexj clones (wl-21, wl-23, w2-19,
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w2-20) was located

in a

Thermomicrobia clade with

Thermomicrobium roseum. A recent analysis of the complete genome sequence of T. roseunt produced evidence of

a chemolithoautotrophic growth mode for this traditional
chemoheterotroph using either CO or H2 as an energy
source (Wu et al. 2009). Unfortunately, the high divergence
of the majority of the Chloroflexi clones from any known
sequences precludes further conclusions regarding their
potential for alternative growth strategies at this time.

addition, clones were identified with phylogenetic associations to chemolithoautotrophic taxa that obtaiir energy by
oxidation of nitrite, CO, iron, or sulfur suggesting genetic
potential for non-phototrophic primary production and
geochemical cycling in these arid Atacama ecosystems.
While the molecular analyses presented in this study cannot confirm the viability or potential activity of the bacteria
identif,ed, this robust diversity analysis provides insights
into the possible ecosystem dynamics of bacterial communities at the hyperarid margin. Future research is needed
to characterize the metabolic activity of these novel bac-

Conclusions

Novel bacterial communities were found in soils sampled
from the hyperarid margin of the Atacama Desert. The
communities were dominated by unique Actinobacteria
ard Chloroflexl and marked by strikingly low levels of
phyla typically dominant in soil communities: Acidobacteria and Alpha- and Betaproteobacteria. When compared
with published characterizations of hyperarid Atacama
soils, the communities at the hyperarid margin harbored a
greater diversity and a distinct community structure suggesting greater functional potential. Hyperarid, Yungay
soils (Connon et al. 2007) were found to be heavily dominated by Actinobacteria OTUs most closely related to
Frankia rather than to the Nitriliruptoraceae and Rubrobacteraceae families dominant at the hyperarid margin. The
soils analyzed by Drees et al. (2006) were dominated by
Gemmatimonadetes and Planctomycefes, though they also
included individual Actinobacteria and Chloroflexl OTUs
closely related to site 2547 clones. Despite the fact that
both regions are unvegetated and have extremely low
organic C and N levels, these results indicate enhanced
bacterial diversity at the hyperarid margin, potentially
related to slightly higher MAP levels and to exposure to
past vegetation history. A similar microbial transition was
observed in an analysis of organic carbon turnover rates
along a rainfall gradient in the Atacama from hyperarid to
arid, where carbon cycling decreased significantly with
decreasing moisture (Ewing et al. 2008). Minor differences
in a-diversity among the three sites evaluated for this study
suggest that even within the hyperarid margin, subtle
variations in environmental parameters may have an
impact on the specific taxonomic composition of bacterial
communities.

The unique bacterial taxonomic composition observed

for soils at the hyperarid margin presents intriguing evidence for the past or current presence of communities
harboring an array of novel phylotypes with unknown
functional potential. The site 2547 community DNA proflle
included a combination of radiotolerant, halotolerant, and
uncharacterized rare phylotypes that may include species
uniquely adapted to survival under arid conditions. In
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terial communities in order to evaluate the functional
dynamics of arid Atacama ecosystems that may model vast
LAs of the terrestrial surface.
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Abstract
PCR-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (PCR-DGGE) is widely used in
microbial ecology for the analysis of comparative community structure and microbial
diversity. However, artifacts generated during the PCR-DGGE analysis of mixed
template communities, such as multiband profiles associated with single organisms or
multiple organisms associated with a single band and potentially skew results. The
objective of the current study was to use a phylogenetically diverse artificial community
of bacteria to document artifacts generated in PCR-DGGE, and to evaluate their impact
on the use of this technique for quantitative diversity analysis. A total of six species
(three Betaproteobacteria, two Alphaproteobacteria, and one Firmicutes) were amplified
individually and in combinations with primers targeting the V7/V8 region of the 16S
rRNA gene. Two of the six isolates produced multiband profiles demonstrating that band
number does not correlate directly with α-diversity. Analysis of the individual bands
from one of these isolates revealed that both bands had identical sequences leading to the
hypothesis that the different migration patterns represented two distinct structural
confirmations for this amplicon. In addition, consistent preferential amplification was
demonstrated following pairwise amplifications of the six isolates revealing that band
intensity in DGGE profiles does not always correlate with initial isolate abundance.
DGGE and real time PCR analysis identified primer mismatch and inhibition in initial
PCR cycles as the most significant factors driving the observed preferential amplification
patterrns. Reproducible DGGE community profiles generated in this study confirm that
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PCR-DGGE provides an excellent high throughput tool for comparative community
structure analysis, but has limited application for quantitative diversity analysis.
Introduction
Molecular approaches to microbial ecology and environmental microbiology have
widely expanded our ability to characterize the microbial diversity of environmental
samples. Most diversity studies begin with the amplification of genetic markers from
community DNA extracts with the most commonly used genes being those of the16S or
18S rRNA operons. Techniques available for the analysis of the pool of amplicons
generated from amplification of community DNA extracts range from high throughput
sequencing strategies to low cost survey techniques such as PCR-DGGE. PCR-DGGE is
widely used in microbial ecology and environmental microbiology as a rapid and
economical molecular fingerprinting tool for comparing the structure of microbial
communities, evaluating temporal changes in those communities or characterizing the
impact of environmental perturbations on community structure (Drees et al., 2006; de
Bashan et al., 2010; Legatzki et al., 2012; Park and Crowley, 2010; van Elsas et al.,
2012).
Strengths of PCR-DGGE as a survey tool include the ability to detect subtle
changes in community structure, reproducibility, and the option to excise bands of
interest to identify specific OTUs (Drees et al., 2006; Hyunsuk et al., 2007; Legatzki et
al., 2011). However, artifacts introduced during PCR or the subsequent DGGE analysis
can lead to inaccurate estimates of diversity or relative abundance of OTUs. One
additional limitation is that DGGE primarily targets the more abundant OTUs in a
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microbial community. For example, one study found that DGGE bands in a community
profile represented just 7% of the OTUs identified in a 16S rDNA microarray analysis of
the same community (Maier et al., 2010). Despite these limitations, PCR-DGGE is an
excellent comparative analysis tool if used appropriately with a clear understanding of
potential pitfalls caused by the artifacts generated.
The objective of the current research was to evaluate artifacts and biases inherent
in PCR-DGGE and to evaluate the impact of these artifacts on the use of this tool for
quantitative analysis of community diversity. Specifically, the study evaluates the
accuracy of correlating DGGE band number with α-diversity and band intensity with
OTU abundance. A simple artificial community was created that permitted the
examination of specific factors commonly cited as problematic for the implementation of
PCR-DGGE analysis, including preferential amplification of low G+C template DNA
(Reysenbach et al., 1992), variations in primer binding kinetics (Polz and Cavanaugh,
1998), low amplification efficiency due to stable secondary structure (Hansen et al.,
1998), and template reannealing with increasing PCR cycle number (Ferris and Ward,
1997; Qui et al., 2001; Suzuki and Giovannoni, 1996; Syvy et al., 2008; Thompson et al.,
2002). The community selected for this study included six environmental isolates that 1)
were phylogenetically diverse, 2) had a GC content ranging from 53.2-56.8 % and 3)
included one isolate that had a sequence mismatch with one of the primers (Table 1).
This model community was analyzed with a single primer set targeting the V7/V8 16S
rDNA region to facilitate an in depth analysis of the occurrence of and possible
explanation for amplification and electrophoresis artifacts.
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Previous work has produced mixed results when analyzing the variables listed
above. Suzuki and Giovannoni (1996) found variable results when evaluating
preferential amplification patterns. A mixture of templates amplified with one primer set
(519F-1406R) produced a ratio of products equal to the initial template concentrations,
but amplification of the same mixture with a second primer set (27F-338R) resulted in a
strong bias towards a 1:1 product ratio regardless of initial template ratios. In a second
template mixture amplified with the first primer set, a slight preferential amplification of
one template over the other was observed that could not be explained by differences in
PCR efficiency related to G+C content. Hansen et al. (1998) observed strong preferential
amplification in a diverse mixture of four isolates with G+C contents ranging from 53.8%
to 57.8%. It was found that the 16S rDNA of one species was preferentially amplified
over the other three and that the dominant template varied with the primer set used.
Conversely, Lueders and Friedrich (2003) evaluated an artificial consortium consisting of
four isolates and found that the final amplicon frequencies accurately represented the
initial templates over a range of template ratios regardless of PCR cycle number or
annealing temperature. This particular template mixture, composed of four methanogens,
appeared to be unaffected by any of the biases described previously. Similar results were
obtained by Salles et al. (2002) using four Burkholderia strains. The inconsistency of
these results clearly demonstrates a need for further analysis of the biases creating by the
amplification of multitemplate PCR mixtures and the implications that these biases have
on the use of PCR-DGGE as a quantitative measure of microbial diversity.
Materials and Methods
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Bacteria strains and media: A limited artificial community was created from
phylogenetic diverse environmental isolates (Table 1). The six isolates were all from the
domain Bacteria and included three Betaproteobacteria, two Alphaproteobacteria and
one Firmicutes. The isolation and identification of the organisms was described
previously (Bodour et al., 2003). All of the bacteria were maintained as pure cultures on
R2A medium (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI).
Preparation and quantification of genomic DNA: Cells were harvested from late log
phase cultures of each isolate and lysed with three freeze-thaw cycles in boiling water
and liquid nitrogen. Genomic DNA was then extracted following the procedure
described by Ausubel et al. (1995), ethanol precipitated and resuspended in sterile
deionized water. The concentration and purity of the genomic DNA were determined
spectrophotometrically with a BioRad SmartSpec 3000 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA). Template DNA purity had a minimum A260/A280 ratio of 1.8.
PCR amplification conditions: Each of the isolates was amplified individually and the
amplicons characterized by DGGE. Forward and reverse primers used for PCR
amplification were: 1070F (5'ATGGCTGTCGTCAGCT3') and 1392R
(5'ACGGGCGGTGTGTAC3') targeting the V7/V8 variable region of the 16S rDNA and
amplifying a 346-351 bp product (Table 1). Products to be analyzed by DGGE were
amplified with a 40-bp GC clamp
(5'CGCCCGCCGCGCCCCGCGCCCGGCCCGCCGCCCCCGCCCC3') attached to the
5' end of primer 1392R (Ferris and Ward, 1996). Conventional PCR was performed
using a GeneAmp PCR System 2400 (PerkinElmer. Inc. Boston, MA). A 50 µl PCR
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reaction volume contained 1x Expand High Fidelity Buffer with 1.5 mM MgCl2 (Roche
Diagnostics, Maaheim, Germany), 200 µM concentration of each dNTP, 0.5 µM
concentration of each primer, 5% dimethyl sulfoxide, 100 ng/µl bovine serum albumin,
1.5 U Expand High Fidelity DNA polymerase (Roche Diagnostics, Maanheim,
Germany), and 5 µl template DNA (1-20 ng/µl). The reaction conditions adapted from
Colores et al. (2000) were as follows: 95˚C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles of 94˚C for
45 sec, 55˚C for 45 sec and 72˚C for 30 sec. Amplified products were visualized on 2%
GenePure LE agarose (ISC Bioexpress, Kaysville, UT) following ethidium bromide
staining (1µg/µl).
DGGE conditions and profile analysis: Amplicon profiles were analyzed with a DCode Universal Mutation Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA).
Gradient electrophoresis conditions were as follows: 7% acrylamide gels with a 40% to
75% denaturing gradient (100% denaturing solution contains 7 M urea and 40%
formamide). The gels were electrophoresed for 19 h in 0.5x TAE Buffer (pH 8.6) at a
constant voltage and temperature of 50V and 60˚C, respectively, then visualized with an
AlphaInnotech Imaging System (Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA)
following ethidium bromide staining. Individual bands were excised for downstream
analysis using the following protocol. Bands were cut from the gel with a sterile scalpel
blade, crushed in 100µl elution buffer (0.5 M NH4OAc, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), and
incubated with shaking overnight at 37ºC. The supernatant was removed and purified of
residual acrylamide by passing it through a 1 cc syringe containing glass wool. DNA was
recovered by ethanol precipitation. Excised bands were sequenced in both directions
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using primers 1070F and 1392R (University of Arizona Genetics Core, Arizona Research
Labs, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ).
Evaluation of multitemplate PCR: Multitemplate amplification was evaluated using
pairwise mixtures of template DNA from each of the six isolates. Equal amounts (1:1) of
template DNA from each isolate pair (7-10 ng) were amplified in 25 µl reactions. All
template mixtures were prepared prior to amplification and added to triplicate PCR
reaction tubes. Amplification of template DNA was confirmed by DGGE analysis and
evaluated in terms of relative band intensity. In template pairs demonstrating preferential
amplification (based on relative DGGE band intensity), the magnitude of the bias was
quantified by increasing the template concentration of the inhibited pair until equal
amplification was observed.
Real time PCR reaction conditions: Real-time PCR reactions were performed with the
iCycler iQ system, using the iQ SYBR Green Supermix, 96-well thin walled plates and
optical tape (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). PCR efficiencies for each isolate
were determined using template DNA, serially diluted to create standard curves of five 2fold dilutions (5-100 ng/µl). Reactions were carried out in a 25 µl reaction volume
containing 1x SYBR Green Supermix, 0.5µM of each primer and 1µl of template DNA
from each of the serial dilutions. All reactions were performed in triplicate with triplicate
template-free controls included on each plate to evaluate the background fluorescence of
the reaction mix. Differences in PCR amplification patterns for each isolate were
evaluated by comparing real time amplification curves using equal template
concentrations (11.5 ±0.6 ng DNA/25 µl reaction) All isolates were amplified
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simultaneously on the same 96-well plate to minimize potential biases resulting from
variations in reaction mixes or iCycler performance. All experiments were repeated to
confirm results. The PCR cycle threshold and amplification efficiency analyses were
done using the iCycler iQ Optical System Software version 3.0a (BioRad Laboratories,
Inc. Hercules, CA).
Results
Multiband artifacts
Band patterns for each of the six individual isolates were evaluated by DGGE.
Isolates M22, 35, 50, and M16 were characterized by unique single bands, while 70-2 and
71a had multiband profiles containing two and four bands, respectively. DGGE analysis
of the individual isolates and of pooled amplicon mixtures revealed clear and
reproducible resolution of isolate bands regardless of the combination of isolate
amplicons pooled prior to electrophoresis (Figure 1). Thus, migration patterns of
individual isolates were not affected when run in combination with other isolates. The
multiband profile patterns for isolates 70-2 and 71a were consistent over a range of
electrophoresis conditions including variations in denaturing gradient, percent acrylamide
and electrophoresis time (data not shown).
Isolate 70-2 was selected for further analysis to determine the origin of the
multiband profile. The top and bottom bands were excised separately and the products
extracted for analysis. First, both bands were amplified separately and the resulting
products evaluated by DGGE. Both individual bands generated amplicons with the same
two-band pattern observed in the original 70-2 profile. In a second trial, the excised
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bands were analyzed by DGGE without prior amplification. A sufficient quantity of
DNA was obtained for this analysis by excising and pooling like bands from four
consecutive lanes. In contrast to the previous results, single DGGE bands produced
single top and bottom bands that migrated to the same position as their respective
counterparts from the original 70-2 profile (Figure 2). These results confirmed that the
doublet configuration was an artifact of the PCR rather than the electrophoresis.
The two excised 70-2 bands were then sequenced in both the forward and reverse
directions using primers 1070F and 1392R. Both the top and bottom band sequences
were found to be identical to each other as well as to the initial PCR product and to the
original 70-2 GenBank sequence (AY177375). Thus, the doublet-band profile of isolate
70-2 was not indicative of the presence of two unique 16S rRNA gene copies in this
organism.
Artifacts related to heteroduplex bands in DGGE profiles
A comparison of the multitemplate DGGE profiles in Figures 1 (lanes 1-5) and 3
(lanes 6-13) clearly demonstrates the presence of additional bands in the top third of the
gel following amplification of multitemplate DNA mixtures (Figure 3). These bands
were not observed when isolates were amplified separately and amplicons were pooled
for electrophoresis (Figure 1). These artifacts were presumed to be heteroduplexes due to
their location in the top portion of the DGGE gel. Heteroduplexes result from the
reannealing of similar, but non-identical single-stranded products in PCR and the
products formed are large with a decreased mobility in DGGE gels that is inversely
proportional to the sequence similarity of the two template molecules (Kanagawa, 2003).
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The heteroduplex band patterns shown in lanes 6 through 13 (Figure 3) were unique to
each specific template pair and were produced reproducibly following replicate reactions.
Thus, the bands formed are not random events.
Artifacts related to PCR bias
Artificial multitemplate mixtures were created from equal template combinations
of each of the six isolates to evaluate PCR artifacts associated with multitemplate PCR.
The presence and absence of isolate bands was recorded as well as the relative intensity
of the bands from isolates in pairwise comparisons (Figure 3, Table 2). The absence of
an isolate band was recorded as no amplification for that isolate as the product
concentration was below the electrophoresis detection limit. All reactions were
performed in triplicate and the results were reproducible.
Pairwise amplification results revealed that the band intensity of a specific isolate
in a DGGE profile is a function of the other isolates present in a multitemplate PCR
(Table 2). Isolate 71a was not amplified in any of the pairwise combinations except
when amplified with isolate 35. Even in this combination the 71a band intensities were
less than the isolate-35 band. Isolates 70-2, 50, M22, M16, and 35 produced bands when
amplified in every pairwise combination; however, the resulting band intensities varied
depending on the specific combination. For example, isolate M16 produced ≥ band
intensity when amplified in combination with 35 or 71a, but a < band intensity when
amplified with 70-2, 50, or M22 (Figure 3, Lanes 10, 11, and 13; Table 2). Similarly,
M22 produced ≥ band intensity when amplified in combination with 50, M16, 35 and
71a, but a < band intensity when amplified with 70-2. Isolates 70-2 and 50 produced
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bands of ≥ intensity regardless of the template mixtures. Amplification of all six isolates
together using equal template concentrations produced bands for 70-2, 50, M22 and M16,
but not for 35 or 71a. Band intensities were greatest for isolates 70-2 and 50 in the
profile of all six isolates.
The multitemplate preferential amplification patterns were quantified by
manipulating initial PCR template concentrations to generate DGGE bands of
comparable intensities. Equal band intensities were achieved using the following ratios:
1) 2:1 template ratio of M16 to M22, 70-2 or 50; 2) 2:1 ratio of 35 to M16; 3) 5:1 ratio of
35 with 50 or M22; and 4) 15:1 ratio of 71a with 70-2, 50 or M22. In none of these
examples did increases in template concentration of the secondary isolates for these pairs
compromise the band intensity of the primary isolate. In contrast, a 3:1 ratio of 71a to 35
produced bands of comparable intensity, however when the template ratio was increased
to 6:1 ratio a < band intensity was observed for isolate 35. These multitemplate PCR
results clearly indicate that DGGE band intensity cannot be used as an analog for initial
OTU abundance in a mixed community as is frequently done in the analysis of DGGE
profiles.
Real-time PCR characterization of amplification dynamics
Real time PCR was used to evaluate amplification dynamics to explain the
observed preferential amplification patterns. Isolate 71a was not included in this analysis
because this isolate contained a single base primer-mismatch, whereas the remaining five
isolate sequences were 100% similar to both primers. Low amplification efficiencies are
known to result from even single mismatches between primer and template DNA (Ahn et
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al., 2009; Kanagawa, 2003; Polz and Cavanaugh, 1998). Thus, the poor amplification of
isolate 71a was attributed to primer mismatch.
Fluorescence data obtained from real-time PCR typically follows a sigmoidal
curve as defined by Tichopad et al. (2003). An initial ground phase precedes the
exponential amplification phase and is characterized by low concentrations of amplified
product that are undetectable due to background fluorescence generated by the reaction
mix. We hypothesize that the length of the ground phase for an individual isolate is
related to the magnitude of factors influencing primer annealing and early extension of
template DNA for a specific isolate. Cycle threshold (CT) data from the five isolates
were used to evaluate the length of the ground phase for each isolate where a higher CT
value indicated a longer ground phase. The template concentrations selected for analysis
were comparable to those used for the previous pairwise amplification experiments. The
experiments were conducted with primer 1392R both with and without the GC-clamp to
evaluate the influence of the clamp on the reaction dynamics. Threshold points were set
at 20 RFU for all reactions using 1392R-GC and 90 RFU for 1392R without the GCclamp.
Results from both sets of experiments are shown in Figure 4A. Similar average
CT values were obtained for isolates M22, 50, and 70-2. In contrast, isolates M16 and 35
had average CT values 2.4 and 4.1 times, respectively, higher than the combined average
of values for isolates M22, 50 and 70-2, indicating a significantly longer ground phase
associated with these isolates. A similar pattern was observed for amplification using
primers without the GC-clamp (Figure 4A), indicating that the relative differences
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observed between isolates did not reflect reaction inhibition created by the GC clamp.
However, the GC-clamp did extend the ground phase for all reactions indicating a
consistent degree of inhibition caused by the clamp. The reactions were repeated for all
isolates and similar results were obtained.
Reaction fluorescence data for all isolates was then normalized with respect to
isolate 35 at the isolate 35 CT value (Figure 4B). Using data for amplification with the
GC-clamp primers, the results indicated that at the onset of exponential amplification for
isolate 35 (CT = 20 RFU), fluorescence values were 2.7-fold higher for isolate M16 and
6.7 – 8.2-fold higher for M22, 50 and 70-2. Similarly, at the M16 CT-cycle, fluorescence
levels for isolates M22, 50 or 70-2 were 4.0-5.5-fold higher. These patterns demonstrate
that the extended ground phase observed for isolates 35 and M16 puts them at a
competitive disadvantage in mixed template reactions. The differences in amplification
dynamics observed in these real time reactions parallel the trends observed in the
pairwise PCR-DGGE analyses.
PCR amplification efficiencies for each isolate also were compared. For 70-2, 50
and 35 variations of up to 20% in PCR efficiency were observed between replicated
reactions (data not shown) although the variability in PCR efficiency was less for
reactions without the GC-clamp. Such variability is not surprising given the nonspecific
amplification conditions required for PCR-DGGE (personal communication from BioRad technical support). Despite the variability in PCR efficiency, the relative differences
in CT values between isolates in replicated reactions (Figure 4A) were consistent
regardless of the variability in respective PCR efficiencies. These results suggest that the
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variability in DGGE band intensity following multitemplate PCR is related to the
magnitude of inhibition experienced by a specific isolate during the initial PCR cycles.
Discussion
DGGE band artifacts
Multiband profiles associated with single isolates are problematic for DGGE
analysis of microbial communities because they lead to an overestimation of species
richness. The analysis of the multiband profile associated with isolate 70-2 revealed that
both bands had identical sequences. Despite a 100% sequence identity the two bands had
distinct and reproducible migration patterns over a range of electrophoresis conditions.
We hypothesize that these individual bands actually represented two different stable
structural conformations for this amplicon that are generated during PCR and that these
stable conformations have different denaturation dynamics when exposed to the
denaturant in the polyacrylamide gel (Al Agellon, Arizona Research Labs, personal
communication). This hypothesis explains the difference in migration pattern observed
for the first and second 70-2 trials. In the first trial both structural confirmations were
formed during the amplification of the excised DNA from either band. In the second
trial, the excised DNA was not reamplified prior to DGGE, thus each of the bands
retained its original structural conformation and migrated as a single band. Previous
studies acknowledging the presence of multiple bands associated with a single isolate
reflect the presence of multiple heterogeneous copies of the 16S rRNA gene within a
specific organism (Cocolin et al., 2001; Salles et al., 2002). Sequence heterogeneity
associated with multiple copies of 16S rRNA genes was documented in Clostridium
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paradoxum (Rainey et al., 1996) and Haloarcula marismortui (Mylvaganam and Dennis,
1992); however, multiple copies of rRNA genes in Bacillus subtilis (Ofasawara et al.,
1994) and Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Dryden and Kaplan, 1990) were found to have
identical or nearly identical sequences. Other work has identified like sequences
migrating at different rates, but could not determine whether the sequences belonged to
the same OTU (Hyunsuk et al., 2007). Thus, while there is a possibility that multiband
profiles could be generated by heterogeneous 16S rDNA copies, the results of this study
confirm that multiple bands are produced as a PCR artifact in the amplification of a
single sequence. A second confounding phenomenon frequently observed in DGGE is
the co-migration of divergent sequences. These sequences must be separated by cloning
following excision prior to sequencing (Hyunsuk et al., 2007; Legatzki et al., 2011). This
artifact leads to an underestimation of α-diversity.
A second observed DGGE artifact was the consistent formation of heteroduplex
bands following multitemplate amplification of members of the artificial community.
This phenomenon was observed previously (Ferris and Ward, 1997; Syvyk et al., 2008)
and possible solutions have been proposed. First, a reduction in PCR cycles was shown
to eliminate the formation of these artifacts (Syvyk et al, 2008). Second, heteroduplex
formation was minimized and frequently eliminated by reducing the template
concentration to 100 pg per 25 µl reaction (Legatzki et al., 2011). Syvyk et al. describe
heteroduplexes as “phantom bands” that form during the final PCR cycles when amplicon
concentration is high relative to primer concentrations. Both strategies proposed to
reduce heteroduplex formation effectively reduce the final amplicon concentration. The
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strategy proposed by Legatzki et al. (2011) is preferable for the analysis of oligotrophic
communities because a reduction in PCR cycle number compromises the amplification of
low abundance populations. Two additional strategies should be followed to minimize
the impact of heteroduplex bands. First, bands in the top 1 cm of a gel should be
disregarded since heteroduplexes typically migrate in this region of the gel. Second,
electrophoresis ladders should be created from bands excised from the environmental
communities being studied to bracket the top and bottom of the community profiles.
In summary, multiband profiles, co-migration of distinct amplicons and
hetroduplexes generate PCR-DGGE artifacts that confound estimates of microbial
diversity. Heteroduplex anomalies can be removed by following the recommended steps,
but occurrence of the other artifacts cannot be controlled because they vary with the
specific community being analyzed and the primer set used. Thus, DGGE band number
should not be used as a quantitative measure of the α-diversity of a microbial community,
but can be used for comparisons of relative community structure.
Preferential Amplification in Multitemplate PCR
The multitemplate PCR experiments clearly demonstrated that DGGE band
intensity does not correlate consistently with initial template concentration for this
artificial community using the V7/V8 primer set. The only isolates producing DGGE
bands of equal intensity when amplified in all pairwise combinations were isolates 70-2
and 50. These were both Betaproteobacteria with high levels of sequence similarity in
the region being amplified (96.5 %). The next most consistent result was obtained for
isolate M22, also a member of the Betaproteobacteria with 98.3 % and 96 % sequence
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identity to 50 and 70-2, respectively. M22 produced a brighter band when amplified with
the former as compared to the latter suggesting that multitemplate mixtures with greater
sequence identity compete more successfully in multitemplate PCR mixtures. Isolates
M16 and 35 produced faint bands when amplified with any of the Betaproteobacteria,
but stronger bands when amplified with each other. The sequence identity of these
isolates with each other was 93.7 %, while the average identity with the
Betaproteobacteria was 84.9 % and 83.2 %, respectively. The real time PCR analysis
revealed a much shorter amplification ground phase for the three Betaproteobacteria as
compared to the Alphaproteobacteria (M16 and 35) suggesting that this latter group
experienced greater inhibition in the initial PCR cycles than the Betaproteobacteria. The
ground phase was longest for isolate 35, the isolate that produced the faintest band when
amplified in conjunction with all other members of the community, with the exception of
isolate 71a. Isolate 71a was the only isolate with a primer mismatch and this isolate
produced the poorest results in all pairwise amplifications. The results indicate that
preferential amplification within this artificial community was influenced most by primer
mismatch and second by PCR inhibition during early amplification cycles. Isolates with
greater phylogenetic and sequence similarity appeared to compete more favorably in
multitemplate mixtures.
Various explanations have been proposed as potential explanations for inhibition
during the initial PCR cycles as observed for isolates M16 and 35 (Polz and Cavanaugh,
1998). Two proposed factors are 1) inhibition to primer annealing and early extension by
secondary structures at or near the primer binding site and 2) template GC-content (Ahn
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et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 1998). To address the first scenario, the most probable
secondary structure of the 16S rDNA for each of the five isolates was analyzed with the
M-fold software of GCG/Seq Lab (Wisconsin Package v. 10.3 Accelrys Inc., San Diego,
CA). The results revealed that both primer-binding sites contained hairpin loops for all
five isolates at the annealing temperature of 55°C (Figure 5). In contrast, analysis of the
secondary structure at the extension temperature of 72°C revealed that both primer
binding sites were still located in hairpin loops for isolates M16 and 35, but for isolates
70-2, 50 and M22 one of the binding sites was located in a region free of secondary
structure. Thus, we propose that secondary structure at the primer binding site had a
significant impact on the comparative primer binding and early extension kinetics of
these isolates and thus provided a partial explanation for the observed extended ground
phase impeding the competitive amplification of isolates M16 and 35. This analysis
demonstrates why more closely related organisms (with greater sequence similarity)
show less evidence of preferential amplification both in this work and in previous studies
(Leuders and Friedrich, 2003; Salles et al., 2002). In addition, the M-fold analysis clearly
demonstrates that the influence of secondary structure is both sequence and primer
specific, thus the preferential amplification patterns observed for this community could
vary with the primer sites selected.
Neither the GC content of the full 16S rRNA gene nor the specific region being
amplified (Table 1) explained the amplification bias of this community with one
exception. Isolate 35 had the highest GC content for both the full gene and the V7/V8
region, thus potentially contributing to the extended ground phase of this specific isolate.
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Thus, we propose that a combination of factors contributed to the specific PCR bias
observed for this artificial community including a primer mismatch for isolate 71a,
secondary structure at the primer binding site for isolates M16 and 35 and a high GC
content for isolate 35.
The potential influence of the rRNA operon copy number of each of these isolates
must also be considered when evaluating the real-time PCR results. The standardized
DNA template concentration does not guarantee equal rDNA concentrations for all
isolates. Klappenbach et al.(2000) reported a range of 1 to 6 copies of the rRNA operon
among different Alpha- and Betaproteobacteria isolated from a soil sample and up to
10-13 rDNA copies for low G + C organisms such as Bacillus sp and Clostridium sp.
The five isolates analyzed in this study by real-time PCR were all Alpha- and
Betaproteobacteria and thus could potentially have up to 6-fold differences in rDNA
copy number. A one cycle CT difference in real time PCR corresponds to a 2-fold
difference in initial template concentration. Thus, the 4.4 cycle CT difference observed
between isolate 35 and isolate 50, and the 3.9 cycle difference between 35 and 70-2 and
M22 would represent 23.9 and 24.4 or 15- and 21-fold differences in copy number,
respectively. Since copy numbers greater than 10 have only been found in low G+C
gram positive bacteria (Klappenbach et al., 20000), a 15-21 fold difference in copy
number among Alpha and Betaproteobacteria is highly improbable.
The pairwise amplification and real-time PCR results clearly demonstrated that
band intensity does not consistently represent initial template concentration. In fact,
experiments revealed that a 15x concentration of isolate 71a was required to obtain a
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band of equal intensity with that of any of the Betaproteobacteria (70-2, 50 or M22)
analyzed. Thus, PCR-DGGE band intensity is not an accurate indicator of community
OTU abundance.
Conclusions
Analysis of an artificial but phylogenetically diverse microbial community
demonstrates that PCR-DGGE provides highly reproducible, though biased fingerprints
of a microbial community. The results confirm that the use of this method for
quantitative diversity analyses is problematic for phylogenetically diverse communities.
However, the highly reproducible nature of PCR-DGGE fingerprints facilitates the use of
this method to generate community snapshots that can be used effectively for
comparisons of microbial community structure across spatial and temporal scales and in
applications that require the processing of large numbers of samples for the monitoring of
temporal shifts in microbial communities during seasonal changes, bioremediation
applications or following environmental perturbations.
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Figure Legend
Figure 1
DGGE profiles of individually amplified isolates. Lanes with multiple isolates
represent post-PCR combinations of amplified products.
Figure 2:
DGGE profile of amplified DNA from isolate 70-2. Lanes 1 and 2: PCR products
from duplicate amplifications of template DNA from isolate 70-2. Lane 3: DNA
excised from the top band of previous PCR-DGGE profile of 70-2. Lane 4: DNA
excised from the bottom band of previous PCR-DGGE profile of 70-2. Arrows
indicate the location of the top and bottom bands.
Figure 3:
A DGGE profile of pairwise amplifications of isolate templates. Pairwise
amplifications in Lanes 6-13: 6, 70-2 and M22; 7, 70-2 and 50; 8, M22 and 50; 9,
M22 and M16; 10, 50 and M16; 11, M22 and 35; 12, 50 and 35; 13, M16 and 35;
B, blank. Nonspecific bands in the upper portion of the gel in lanes 6-13 are
presumed to be heteroduplexes formed as a result of the reannealing of similar,
but nonidentical single-stranded products.
Figure 4:
Analysis of cycle threshold (CT) values for amplification of equal concentrations
of template DNA from each isolate. Error bars represent the standard deviation of
triplicate samples. (A) CT values for isolates amplified using the primer sets with
and without the GC-clamp. CT values represent the average of triplicate reactions
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for each isolate using 11.5 ± 0.6 ng template DNA/ 25 ul reaction and analyzed at
the user defined threshold points of 20 RFU for the GC-clamp primer set and 90
RFU for the primer set without the GC-clamp. The standard deviation for isolate
35 amplified with the GC-clamp primers was 0. (B) Amplicon concentrations of
each isolate normalized with respect to the fluorescence value for 35 at the CT
value identified in Figure 4A.
Figure 5:
Most probable secondary structure for isolate 70-2 at the annealing temperature of
55°C. Highlighted areas represent the primer binding sites. Similar secondary
structures were present at the primer binding sites for isolates 50, M22, M16 and
35 at 55°C.
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Table 1: Genetic characterization of environmental isolates evaluated in this study.
DGGE amplicon

Isolate ID
(Accession
No.)

Closest Isolate IDa
(% homology)

GC
content
(%)

Length
(bp)

Phylum

70-2
(AY177375)

Beta-proteobacterium
Wuba68 (96%)
Janthinobacterium
agaricidamnosum SAFR022 (96%)

54.1

346

β-Proteobacteria

71a
(AY177362)

Bacillus pumilis (99%)
Glacial ice bacterium
G500K-16 (99%)

53.6

351

Firmicutes

M22
(AY864081)

Ralstonia detusculanense
(99.93%)
Ralstonia sp. APF11
(99.93%)

55.0

346

β-Proteobacteria

50
(AY177368)

Ralstonia sp. S23 (99%)

56.2

346

β-Proteobacteria

M16
(AY177365)

Rhizobia giardinii (99%)
Uncultured soil bacteria
clone G9-284-4 (99%)

56.5

351

α-Proteobacteria

35
(AY177358)

Methylobacterium sp.F18
(96%)

57.0

351

α-Proteobacteria

a: Closest identification based on similarity to 16S rDNA sequences in the NCBI database using the BLAST
algorithm.
b:

Based on average sequence length of 1400 bp
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Table 2: Summary of mixed template amplification patterns
The effect of the presence of an equal concentration of a secondary template on
amplification of the primary isolate. Product quantification based on DGGE results.
Primary
Isolate

Secondary Isolate

Amplification
Status of Primary
Isolate

71a
71a
35
35
70-2
M22
M22
50
M16
M16

70-2, M22, 50, M16
35
71a
70-2, M22, 50, M16
M22, 50, M16, 35, 71a
50, M16, 35, 71a
70-2
70-2, M22, M16, 35, 71a
71a, 35
70-2, M22, 50

+
++
+
++
++
+
++
++
+

+
++
a

no visible band
primary isolate band intensity < secondary isolates
primary isolate band intensity ≥ secondary isolate
sequence identity of 346-351 bp amplicons

Amplicon Sequence
Identity
1° and 2° Isolatesa
(%)
83.7-87.7
86.3
86.3
82.4-93.7
83-96.5
83.7-98.3
96
83-98.3
87.7, 93.7
84.7-85.3
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Figure 1

M22
35

70-2
70-2 71a
M22 M22 M22
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Pairwise template amplification
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Abstract While variable production of the biosurfactant,
rhamnolipid, by Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been shown
to be dependent on growth conditions, no research has
evaluated potential relationships between rhamnolipid
production and the presence of heavy metals. The current
investigation evaluates the influence of Cd2* on rhamnol!
pid synthesis. Cultures grown in the presence of 0.45 and
0.89 mM Cd2* were monitored for rhlBlrhlC expression,
rhamnolipid yield, and the ratio of monorhamnolipid (RLl)
and dirhamnolipid (RL2) produced. Results show a Cdinduced enhancement of rhlB expression in mid-stationary
phase (53 h). In addition, sustained production of rhamno-

lipid through late stationary growth phase (96 h) was
observed for Cd-amended cultures, unlike Cd-free control
cultures that ceased rhamnolipid production by midstationary growth phase. Most significant was an observed
increase in the ratio of RL2 to RLI congeners produced by
cultures grown in the presence of Cd2*. Previous results
have shown that the complexation constant for RL2-Cd is
several orders of magnitude larger than that of RLl-Cd
thus the preferential production of RL2 in the presence of

(E)'L.

Zhang'K. B. Chandler.C. H. Neilson'
J. W. Neilson
J. D. Crispin.R. M. Maier
Department of Soil, Water, and Environmental Science,
University of Arizona,
P.O. Box 210038, 1177 E. 4th Street,
Tucson, AZ 85721-0038, USA
e-trail: jneilson@email.arizona.edu

Cd2* impacts its bioavailability and toxicity both for the
cell and in the surrounding environment.

Keywords Rhamnolipid congeners' Biosurfactant.
Cadmium . r&/B expression. rhlC expression .
Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Introduction
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an extremely versatile, Gramnegative bacterium that is both ubiquitous in the environment and an opportunistic human pathogen. Under specific
growth conditions, this bacterium produces the glycolipid
biosurfactant, rhamnolipid, one of the more widely studied
biosurfactants (Maier and Sober6n-Ch|vez 2000). The

specific physiological significance of the rhamnolipid
molecules is not completely understood, but a range of
critical roles have been attributed to these biosurfactants
from their implication in the virulence of P. aeruginosa
(Kownatzki et al. 1987) to their roles in biofilm formation
(Davey et al. 2003; Pamp and Tolker-Nielsen 2007),
swarming motility on semi-solid surfaces (D6ziel et al.
2A03; Caiazza et al. 2005) and enhanced solubilization and
uptake of slightly soluble organic compounds (Al-Tahhan
et al. 2000; Maier and Sober6n-Ch6vez 2000).
One property of these biosurfactants that has received
less attention is the metal complexation behavior of both
monorhamnolipid (RLl) and dirhamnolipid (RL2). Previous
work has demonstrated that the formation constants of
RLI with copper and cadmium are higher than those for

T. A. Veres-Schalnat'J. E. Pemberton
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

other organic acids although the exact mechanism for

University of Arizona,
1306 E. University Boulevard,

et al. 2003; Ochoa-Loza et al. 2001). The strength of

Tucson, AZ 85721, USA

complexation has not been completely elucidated (|.{eilson
complexation between rhamnolipid and metal contaminants
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has led to a significant amount of research exploring the
potential use of rhamnolipids as environmentally compatible
soil-washing agents for metal-contaminated soils (Asci et al.
2008; Miller 1995; Mulligan and Wang 2006; Neilson
et al. 2003). However, no studies have investigated the
potential implications of this metal complexation behavior
on rhamnolipid synthesis by P. aeruginosa. While the
intrinsically high levels of metal resistance observed for
P. aeruginosa have been attributed to the presence of
multiple efflux pumps of the RND transporter family
(Pelron et al. 2004), it is of interest to investigate whether

rhamnolipid production

by this

bacterium could

be

influenced by the presence of heavy metals. Recent work
with a Pseudomonas putida strain has demonstrated that a
quadruple-knockout mutant missing all four known metal
transporters could still tolerate 100-fold higher concentrations of Cd2* than Escherichia coli (Leedjiirv et al.
2008), suggesting that additional divalent heavy metal
resistance mechanisms are yet to be elucidated.
Elevated concentrations ofdivalent cations, such as iron,
have been shown to inhibit rhamnolipid production @6ziel
et al. 2003) while iron limitation has been conelated with
enhanced expression of the rhll system (Duan and Surette
2007). In addition, it is well documented that environmental
and growth conditions influence both rhamnolipid production (Sober6n-Ch6vez et al. 2005) and the quorum sensing

(QS) global regulatory network controlling rhamnolipid
gene expression (Duan and Surette 2007; Wagner et al,
2003). The studies investigating the influence of iron on
rhamnolipid gene expression suggest a regulatory association befween rhamnolipid production and metal concentration. Preliminary experiments conducted for this study
demonshated a suppression of rhamnolipid production in
P. aeruginosa cultures supplemented with zinc, copper, and
cadmium. Cadmium was selected for fuither investigation
due to its general toxicity to bacteria, its mobility in soil,
and the fact that unlike copper and zinc, as yet it has almost
no known biological function.
The objective of this work was to determine whether the
presence of Cd2" influences rhamnolipid synthesis by the
environmental isolate, P. aaugino.sa IGB83. Environmental
P. aeruginosa strains have been isolated that are resistant to
Cd2* concentrations in excess of 5 mM (Penon et al.2004,
Raja et al. 2008), thus preliminary experiments were

conducted to identit, Cd2* concentrations that are sublethal to IGB83, while still having a significant impact on
rhamnolipid production. Based on the results of these trials,
Cd2* concentrations of 0,0.45, and 0.89 mM were selected
to monitor growth, production of rhamnolipid, the relative
ratio of the RLl and RL2 congeners produced, and the
transcriptional expression of the rhlB and rhlC genes.
The rhlB and rhlC genes encode the two rhamnosyl
transferases responsible for the final step in the synthesis
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L-rhamnosyl-3-hydroxydecanoyl-3 -hydroxydecanoate

(RLl; Ochsner et al. 1994) and L-rhamnosyl-L-rhamnosyl3-hydroxydecanoyl-3-hydroxydecanoate (RL2), respectively
(Rahim et al. 2001). RhlB catalyzes a glycosyltransfer
reaction where dTDP-Lrhamnose is transferred to the fatty
acid receptor, 3-(3-hydroxyalkanoyloxy)alkanoic acid, while
RhlC catalyzes the transfer of dTDP-L-rhamnose to RLI to
form RL2. Both the rhlAB operon and the rhlC gene arc

under the transcriptional control of the acyl homoserine
lactone activated RhlR regulatory protein which plays an
integral part in the hierarchical quorum sensing network
of P. aeruginosa (Medina et aI.2003; Rahim et al.200l;
Schuster et al. 2003; Schuster and Greenberg 2006; Wagner

et al. 2003).

Materials and methods
Bacterial strain and medium

The bacterial strain used for this work was P. aeruginosa
IGB83 isolated from a Mexican rain forest and kindly

provided by Gloria Sober6n-Ch6vez (Leza et al. 1996).
This environmental strain is a robust producer of both RL1
and RL2. Standard phosphate-buffered rhamnolipid production medium (D6ziel et al. 2003; Maslin and Maier
2000) precipitated Cd2* amendments, thus alternate minimal media were evaluated. Two mineral salts media (MSM)
previously used in metal resistance studies, PIPES-MSM
(Hoffman et al. 2005) and MES-MSM (2-[N-morpholino]

ethanesulfonic acid; Kassab and Roane 2006) were
screened, but rhamnolipid production was found to be
severely limited in both media. Thus, a new Tris-buffered
mineral salts production medium (Tris-MSM) was developed. One liter of Tris-MSM contains 500 mL solution A
(containing 5.0 g NaNO3, 0.8 g MgSOa'7H2O, 2.0 g KCl,
2.0 g NaCl, and 0.1 g CaCl2'2H2O per liter), I mL solution
FeSOa'7H2O, 0.15 g ZnSOa'7H2O;
0.15 g MnSOq'HzO, 0.03 g H3BO3, 0.015 g CoCl2'6H2O,
0.015 g CuSOa.5H2O, and 0.01 g Na2MoOa'2H2O per
100 mL), 120 mL I M Tris-HCl, 9 g Na-pyrophosphate,
and2o/o glucose with the pH adjusted to 7.0. No precipiation
of Cd2* was observed at concentrations of 0.45, 0.89, and
1.78 mM in this medium. Growth and rhamnolipid production were evaluated and yield was compared to that obtained
from the standard production medium using standard growth

B (containing 0.05 g

procedures (Maslin and Maier 2000).

Experimental design

A preliminary experiment was conducted to determine the
effect of Cd2* on the growth dynamics of P. aeruginosa
IGB83 using previously described growth conditions
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(Maslin and Maier 2000) and the newly developed TrisMSM medium. Briefly, kiplicate 125 ml Nalgene Erlenmeyer
flasks of Tris-MSM supplemented with 0, 0.45, and 0.89 mM
Cd were inoculated with l% (v/v) of a 24 h pre-culture grown
in Kay's MSM (Maslin and Maier 2000) giving a final
culture volume of 30.3 mL per flask. The flasks were
incubated with constant shaking (200 rpm) at37"C for 53 h.
Samples were Aken at regular intervals, diluted and plated
on LB (Difco) medium, and cell numbers were enumerated
as CFUmL-I. The 0 mM Cd treatment was used as a control
for all experiments. The resulting growth curve was used to
select sample times representing growth stage points of
interest for future experiments (Fig. 1a).
Experiments were then conducted to determine the effect
of Cd2* on rhamnolipid production patterns, hanscriptiorial
expression of rhlB and rhlC genes, final rhamnolipid yield,
and the ratio of RL2 to RLI congeners produced. Growth
flasks were incubated as described above, and samples were
taken at 8 h (log phase), 23 h (ate log phase), 3l h (early
stationary phase), and 53 h (mid-stationary phase). At each
sample time, aliquots were removed for cell enumeration by
dilution and plating (100 pL), surface tension quantification
by drop collapse analysis (200 pL), and rhamnolipid gene
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expression analysis (500 pL) by quantitative real time
reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). At the end of the
experiment, the remaining growth culfure was harvested
from each flask for the determination of rhamnolipid yield
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and the RL2/RLl ratio.
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Quantification of supematant surface tension

c.
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The drop collapse method (Bodour and Miller-Maier 1998)
was used to monitor the surface tension of the culture
supernatant during the course of each experiment. This
method provides an indirect indication of rhamnolipid
production using a minimal sample volume (Heyd et al.
2008) with a sensitivity that allows detection of rhamnolipid
at concentrations below the critical micelle concentration
(0.1 mM) for IGB83. Briefly, 200 ;L samples were removed
from treatment flasks at each sample time, centrifuged, and
the supematant recovered for analysis. All surface tension
measurements were performed at 23oC. A 5 pL drop of
supematant was delivered into the center of a circular well on
the lid of a 96-well plate previously coated with mineral oil.
The drop was allowed to spread for I min after which the
diameter was measured with a calibrated scale on a dissection
microscope (15x magnification). Measurements were made in

triplicate for each sample. While this method is not specific to
rhamnolipid, it provides a relative measurement of the release
of surface active bacterial products into the culture supematant during the time courue of the experiment, thus allowing
an intemal comparison of the temporal effect of Cd2* on
rhamnolipid production.
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Fig.
Results from experiment I evaluating the effect of cadmium on
growth and the transcriptional expression of the rhlB and r&/C genes
in P aeruginosa IGB83. a Triplicate flasks were grown in Tris-MSM
with 2% glucose in the presence of 0 (filled circle), 0.45 (circle), and
0.89 (filled inverted triangle)mM cadmium. Bacteria were enumerated
by dilution and plating. Dotted lines delineate the growth phases.
Relative expression ratios of b rhlB and c rhlC genes at 8-, 23-, 3 1-,
and 53-h growth in the presence of 0.45 (black) and 0.89 @ray)nM
cadmium. The dashed /are designates an expression ratio of 1
hdicating that the effect ofcadmium on the target gene was equal to
the effect on the reference genes
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Quantification of rhamnolipid yield and RL2/RLI ratio
Rhamnolipid yields were quantified for each treatment flask
from the final culture volume. Cells were removed from the
supematant by centrifugation at 14,000xg for l0 min. The
rhamnolipid was then acid precipitated from the supematant

and extracted with 9:l chloroform to methanol as previously described (Maslin and Maier 2000). The solvent was
removed by rotoevaporation, and the sample was air-dried.
The dry weight of each sample was recorded and the purity
determined by high perfbrmance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) as described below. The gravimetric yield of each
sample was then adjusted using the specific sample purity
factor derived from the HPLC analysis.
Sample analysis of each final product by IIPLC whs
conducted using a 3.0 mg subsample resuspended in
500 pL of methanol. The samples were analyzed using a
Waters 600E Dual pump HPLC (Milford, MA) with an

Evaporative Light Scattering detector (Polymer Labs,
Model PL-EMD 960, Varian, Inc. Palo Alto, CA) and a
Waters XTerra 3.9x150 mm, 5 pm particle size, RPgls
column with a 3,9 x 20 mm, 5 pm particle size, RPg13 guard
column. An isocratic mobile phase of 65:35:0.1, acetonitrile/

same time point were processed together to standardize
biases resulting from reagents or reaction variables (Huggett
et al. 2005). At each time point, 500 pL samples were

removed from each culture flask, mixed with 1 mL of
RNAprotect bacteria reagent (Qiagen, Valenica, CA), and
stored at -20'C. RNA was extmcted using the RNeasy

MiniKit (Qiagen, Valenica, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions from extraction volumes that were
standardized at a cell number of 1xl0e CFU. Residual
DNA was removed from RNA extracts by DNase teatment
according to the following protocol: a 20 pL reaction
contained, l0 pL RNA extract, 2 pL of 10x DNase buffer
(500 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM MgCl2'6H2O, 10 mM dithiothreitol, pH 8.0), 10 U of Protector RNase inhibitor (Roche
Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN), and I U of RNase-free
DNase (Qiagen, Valenica, CA). The reaction mix was
incubated at 37oC for 30 min, after which the DNase was
inactivated by incubation with 2 pL 140 mM EDTA at 65oC
for 5 min. RNA was quantified with a TBS 380 fluorometer
(Tumer Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA) following staining with
RiboGreen dye (Invitrogen, Carlsba4 CA); and the RNA
quality was confirmed by gel electrophoresis.

water/acetic aci4 was used at a flow rate of 1.0 ml-min-l for
25 min. The air temperature was set at70"C and the nitrogen

Quantification of transcriptiorul rhlB and rhlC gene
expression by real time qRT-PCR

using the PeakSimple Chromatography single channel data
system (Model 359), and the peaks were identified and
integrated using the PeakSimple Chromatography software
(SRI Instruments, Torrance, CA). Specific peak retention
times associated with each RLI and RL2 congener from the
respective RLI and RL2 standards were identified and
correlated with the sample chromatographs in order to
calculate sample purity. The RLI standard was obtained
from purified monorhamnolipid (99.8% pure) produced by
P. aeruginosa NICC 9027, a skain that produces only RLI
(Lebr6n-Paler et al. 2006, Zhang and Miller 1994). The RL2
standard was a gift from Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd.
(Tokyo, Japan). The specific purity factor for each sample
was calculated from the sum of the areas of all RLI and RL2
peaks divided by the total area of all peaks.
The relative ratio of the two rhamnolipid types was then
determined for each product from the HPLC analysis. The
ratio was expressed as the sum of the areas of all RL2 peaks
divided by the total area of all RLI congener peaks. Peaks
associated with sample impurities were not included in this

Transcript levels ofthe target genes were quantified as the
relative expression ratio of the target gene with respect to
two housekeeping genes using an augmented Pfaffl model
efam 2001) developed by Nordgird et al. (2006). In this
model, the target gene expression is notmalized against the
geometric mean of two reference hanscripts. The reference
genes selected for this study were rpoS and rpoD (Savli
et al. 2003).
The mRNA was quantified using a two step RT-PCR
protocol where transcripts from all four genes (target and
reference genes) were amplified from the same oDNA pool.
cDNAwas synthesized from RNA extracts using the iScript
cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA)
with oligo (dT) and random primers. A 20 ytL reaction

flow rate at 4.0 Lmin l. Data acquisition was carried out

analysis.

contained 4 p"L of 5x RT bu{Ier, I pL of iScript reverse
transcriptase, and 38 ng of RNA. Positive and negative
reactions were run for each sample containing the above
reaction mix both with and without reverse transcriptase.
All RT negative reactions were amplified to confirm that
RNA extracts were DNA-free.
Target and reference genes were amplified and quanti-

fied from cDNA using a Real-time iCylcer @io-Rad
RNA extraction

Laboratories, Inc) with iCycler iQ Optical System Software

for target and reference genes
(Table 1) were selected with comparable melting temperatures to allow amplification of all genes from the same
time point in duplicate on a single 96-well plate, The 25 pL

Version 3.0a, Primers
Transcriptional expression of the rhlB and rhlC genes was
evaluated by quantification of mRNA transcripts. For all
extraction and qRIPCR procedures, samples taken at the

6
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Table

I

Primen used for real-time PCR amplification of Pseudomonas aeruginosa rhamnolipid and housekeeping genes
Sequence

rhlC
rpoS

rpoD

(5'-3')

Amplicon length

rhIB-F CAC CGC GTG AGC CTC TGC ACC ATC CC
rhIB-R CCC AGA GCG AGC CGA CCA CCA CGATGT
rhIC-F ATC CAT CTC GAC GGA CTG AC
rhlC-R GTC CAG GTC CTC GAT GAA C
rpoS-F CTC CCC GGG CAA CTC CAA AAG
rpoS-R CCA TCA TCC GCT TCC CAC CAG
rpoD.F CGG CGA AGA AGG AAATGG TC
rpoD-R

o

957

(bp)

PCR effrciencyu

241

This

158

This shrdy

sh-rdy

198

1.99

Savli et al. (2003)

178

1.96

Savli et al. (2003)

CAG GTG GCG TAG GTG GAG AA

PCR efEciency (6): E= lot-tzstopel

reaction mixture, containing 12.5 1tL 2x

iQ SYBR

Grei:n

each primer, I pL of
cDNA template, and 9 ;.rL nuclease free water, was
amplified using iCylcer IQ96-we1l plates sealed with
iCycler iQ Optical sealing tape. The amplification conditions were as follows: one cycle of 95oC for 3 min,
followed by 36 cycles of95'C for 30 s,60oC for 30 s, and
72"C for 30 s followed by melt curve analysis to conflrm
the specificity of the four amplicons. Fluorescence was
measured during the last step of each PCR cycle. No
significant amplification of residual DNA was observed in
the RT negative samples after 36 amplification cycles.
Amplification effrciencies for each amplicon were determined
from cDNA standard curves generated using triplicate S-fold
serial dilutions of cDNA covering 2.5 orders of magnitude
(Table l). The effrciency (E") was calculated from the slope
of the curve of real time cycle threshold values vs. cDNA
concentrations where 6:10[-llslope] Gfatrl 2001). Primers
Supermix @io-Rad), 0.4

pM of

were screened to obtain amplicons with comparable amplification effrciencies.
The relative expression ratio of each target gene (R) was
calculated from control and treatment Ct values of target and
reference genes using the following equation (Nordgtrd
et al. 2006):
EIACT?'(control-Cd)

R_
/6*,Actnt

(control-Cd),

(1)

6*rACtR2(controt-C0;

were evaluated separately at each growth stage using a
two{ailed / test (p<0.05). Treatment effects of 0.45 and
0.89 mM Cd on the RL2/RLI ratio for each experiment
were evaluated by one-way ANOVA using the TukeyKramer HSD to oompare means of experiments with
multiple Cd2* levels (rY=0.05).

Results
Production medium development and growth
of P. aeruginosa in the presence of Cd2*

Replicate trials confirmed that the rhamnolipid yield for
IGB83 in the Tris-MSM Na-pyrophosphate media supplemented with2o/o glucose (2,140 mgL-t) was comparable to
that quantified for the traditional phosphate-buffered MSM
(2,093 mgl-l). Thus, the Tris-MSM was used as the
production medium for all subsequent experiments.
Results from the initial growth curve (Fig. la) reveal no
significant differences in growth dynamics befween the
control flasks (0 mM Cd) and the 0.45 and 0.89 mM Cd2*
treatments. Based on these results, the following time
points were selected to evaluate the growth phase specific

effect of Cd2" on rhamnolipid production and gene
expression: 8 h for log phase growth, 23 h for late log
phase,3l h for early stationary phase, and 53 h for midstationary phase.

rhlQ, Ct=cycle threshold,
Rl=rpoS and R2:ryoD, and ACt is the deviation in Ct
value between the contol and the specific Cd treatment for
where Z:the target gene (rhlB or

Growth phase related effects of Cd2" on rhamnolipid
production

the gene transcript.

Statistical analysis

All

statistical analyses were perfbrmed using the JMP
Statistical Discovery software Version 8.0 (SAS Institute,
Inc., Cary NC). Significant differences between means for

final rhamnolipid yields of 0 and 0.89 mM Cd treatments

The drop collapse assay was used as an indirect intemal
indicator of potential growth phase related effects of Cd2*
on rhamnolipid production pattems. The results indicate
that the surface activity was significantly higher in the
control flasks (0 mM Cd2) at23 h (late log) and 31 h
(early stationary) than in the 0.45 and 0.89 mM Cd2*
treatrnents (data not shown). While surface tension measure-
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will

also be influenced

by EPS exudates and LPS

released from the outer cell membrane, the results of this assay

suggest a lag in rhamnolipid production by IGB83 culhres
exposed to Cd2*. The experiment was repeated, and the same

potential lag

in

rhamnolipid production

for

Cd-amended

treafinents was observed.
Response of

rhtB

in

analyztng the qM-PCR
results to determine the effect of Cd2* and growth stage
on rhlB and rhlC gene expression. First, gene expression
patterns for each growth stage in control vs. Cd-amended

cultures were compared

by

calculating the relative
expression ratio of each target gene in the presence and
absence of Cd2* normalized with respect to the two
reference genes using the augmented Pfaffl model
(Eq. l). A relative expression ratio <l indicates that the
effect of Cd2* on the target gene expression was less than
or equal to the effect on the reference genes. Expression
ratios greater than 1 indicate an upregulation ofthe target
gene in the presence ofCd2* relative to the response ofthe
reference genes. Relative expression ratios close to 1.0
were observedfor rhlB and rhlC throughout the log (8 h),
late log (23 h), and early stationary (31 h) growth phases
(Fig. lb and c) indicating the absence of a Cd-induced
effect on rhlB or rhlC gene expression during these growth
stages. However,2.5- and 15.9-fold increases in expression
ratios were observed for rhlB during mid-stationary (53 h)
phase for 0.45 and 0.89 mM Cd2* treatments, respectively.
In contrast, expression ratios >1 were not observed for rhlC
at mid-stationary phase for either of the Cd2* treatrnents.
This experiment was repeated, and a similar pattem was
observed where a significant increase n the rhlB relative
expression ratio was observed at 53 h with no concurrent
response in rhlC gene expression.

2 Relative transcript
levels ofP aeruginosa rhamnolipid and housekeeping genes at

rhlB upregulation indicated by the relative expression
ratios. Transcript levels were compared by normalizing
the cDNA concentration of each gene at each growth phase
against the log phase cDNA concentration (8 h sample) of

and rhlC expression to Cd2*

Two approaches were used

Second, the effect of growth stage on the relative
transcript levels of both target and reference genes was
compared in the presence (0.89 mM) and absence (0 mM)
of Cd2* in order to understand the mid-stationary phase

that gene under the same growth conditions (Table 2).
Neither the rpoS nor the rpoD transcipt patterns were
influenced by 0.89 mM Cd2* confirming the suitability

of

these two housekeeping genes as reference genes under the

specific conditions of this experiment. Transcript levels of
the rpoS reference gene remained fairly stable from log
phase through early stationary phase, then decreased in
mid-stationary phase while the rpoD transcript levels
declined beginning in the late log phase.
The rhlB gene transcript levels in the control flasks

(0 mM Cd2*) increased two orders of magnitude from log
phase through early stationary phase, followed by a retum
in mid-stationary phase to log phase expression levels. This

rhlB transcipt expression pattern changed in the presence
of Cd2* (0.89 mM). While a comparable 2-orders of
magnitude increase in hanscript level was observed during
early stationary phase, the rhlB transcipt levels decreased

by just one order of magnitude in mid-stationary phase,
remaining 20-fold higher than the log phase expression
levels. Thus, mid-stationary phase rhlB transcript levels in
Cd-amended cultures remained elevated (with respect to log

phase levels) during the mid-stationary growth phase, a
pattem that was not observed in the absence of Cd2*. This
analysis indicates that the apparent upregulation of rhlB
expression in Cd-amended cultures during mid-stationary
phase indicated by the relative expression ratios (Fig. lb) is
in fact a reduced downregulation of the rhlB gene as
compared to the controls.

Table

Growth stage

Sample time (h)

different growth stages grown

with 0 and 0.89 mM cadmium

0

each growth stage and cadmium
concentration then normalized to

the levels detected during log
phase growth (8 h) for the respective cadmium level

6
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rhlB

rhlC

rpoS

rpoD

8

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

l5

t07

2

1

0.3

Early stationary

31

287

4

I

0.4

Mid-stationary

53

0.7

2

0.1

0.1

Late

levels were calculated
from mean Ct values of duplicate
reactions from triplicate samples at

Housekeeping geheso

mMCd

Log

uTranscript

Rhamnolipid genesu

1og

0.89 mM

C.d

Log

8

i.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Late log

23

68

I

0.5

0.3

Early stationary

31

362

4

1

0.4

Mid-stationary

53

20

2

0.2

0.1
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Transcript levels

of

the rhlC gene

959

in conffol

cultures

increased to four times the log phase levels by early
stationary phase, then decreased to late log phase levels by
mid-stationary phase. The same pattem was observed for
rhlC transcript levels in the Cd2*-amended cultures. Thus,
as indicated by the relative expression ratios, this transcript
pattem analysis indicates that Cd2* had no effect on rhlC
gene expression. It is interesting to note that the magnitude
of upregulation observed for the rhlC gene during the early
stationary growth phase was only 4-fold as compared to the
two orders of magnitude increase observed for rhlB.

Rhamnolipid yield
The influence of Cd2* on rhamnolipid yield was quantified
supernatant extraction and HPLC analysis of the
remaining culture in each flask. The purity of the
rhamnolipid extracts as determined by HPLC analysis was
found to range from 63%oto 100% with an average value of
93.7Yo and a median of 96.9%o. Yields were determined by
adjusting gravimetric sample values by the specihc sample
purity. The rhamnolipid yield for Cd-amended cultures at
mid-stationary growth phase (53 h; Experiments I and 2,

by

Table 3) was signilicantly lower than that of the control
culfures (<60% of the average yield of conffol cultures),
confirming the delay in rhamnolipid production indicated
by the drop collapse assay. However, rhlB expression was
found to be higher at this time point in the presence of Cd2"
than in the conhol flasks (Fig. lb). The elevated rhlB gene
expression at 53 h suggests that Cd-amended cultures might
be continuing to produce rhamnolipid during mid-stationary
phase at a higher rate than in the unamended cultures.
Thus, a third experiment was conducted to determine
whether Cd-amended cultures continue to produce rhamnolipid after 53 h. Results from experiment 3 (Table 3) reveal
that by 96 h there was no significant difference between the
yields of cultures grown with and without Cd2". A fourth

Table

3

experiment was then conducted with six replicate flasks
for the control and 0.89 rrM Cd2* treafinents. In this
experiment, surface tension and growth dynamics were
monitored at 24,32,53, and 96 h and triplicate flasks were
sacrificed at 53 and 96 h to confirm the previously observed
growth and production pattems and evaluate the yield at
both time points. The results indicate that the cultures were
entering death phase by 96 h. As with previous experiments, the surface tension measurements indicated that
rhamnolipid production by the Cd-amended cultures lagged
behind the unamended cultures. The average rhamnolipid
yield of Cd2* amended flasks at 53 h (mid-stationary phase)
was 59o/o that of the control flasks (Table 3), howeveq
rhamnolipid production by Cd-free flasks ceased after 53 h,
while Cd-amended flasks continued to produce rhamnolipid
until 96 h. By 96 h, there was no significant difference in
yield between the Cd-amended and unamended treatment
(similar to the third experiment).

RL2/RLI ratio
RL2/RLI ratios calculated from the HPLC data

represent

the sum of all R2 congeners divided by the sum of all RLI
congeners present in a given sample. Ratios were determined after deleting all peaks related to sample impurities.
For all experiments, the RL2/RLl ratios were significantly
higher for Cd-amended treatments than for Cd-free cultures
at both 53 and 96 h harvest times (Table 4). A 1.5- to 1.8fold increase in the RL2/RL1 ratio was observed for all
Cd2* treatments relative to the Cd2*-free cultures at the
same time point.

I)iscussion

Results from this study demonstrate that Cd2* has

a

significant effect on both the temporal nature of rhamno-

The effect ofcadmium on rhamnolipid yield of Pseudomonas aeruginosa IGB83 at rnid-stationary (53 h) and late stationary (96 h)

gro*th phases
Growth phase (h)

Mid-stationary (53)

Late stationary (96)

Experiment no.

Rhamnolipid Yield " (mgl--')

p value Pr> | rl

0mMCd

0.89 mM Cd

I

1.72 (0.2s)*

0.61 (0.09)**

0.009

2

2.07 (.18)*

i.03 (0.35)**

0.020

4

2.38 (0.13)*

1.41 (0.39)**

0.038

3

2.03 (0.26)*

2.10 (0.18)*

0.718

4

2.36 (0.44)*

1.93 (0.12)*

0.225

Data was analyzed by nvo-tailed r test
uMean
yields of a single sample time from the same experiment followed by different numbers of asterisks are significantly different as determined
by the , test at the designated p value. One standard deviation of the mean is shown in parentheses
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Table

4

The effect of cadmium on the ratio of dirhamnolipid to monorhamnolipid produce d by Pseudomonas aeruginosa lGB83

Growth phase (h)

Experiment no.

Mid-stationary (53)
Late stationary (96)

Ratiou dirhamnolipid/monorhamnolipid

0mMCd

0.45 mM Cd

Pr>F
0.89 mM Cd

1

1.15 (0.04)*

1.84 (0.15)**

I .87 (0, I

4

1.50 (0.22)*

ND

2.68 (0.32)**

0.007

3

2.29 (0.45)*

3.56 (0.19)**

3.88 (0,43)**

0.005

4

l.8l

ND

2.74 (0.05)**

0.000r

(0)*

5)**

0.0007

Significant treahnent differences indicated by ratios followed by different nunbers ofasterisks were determined by one-way ANOVA using the
Tukey-Kramer HSD test to compaf,e means for experiments with multiple cadmium levels (o:0.05).
ND not done; this experiment did not include a 0.45 mM Cd2* treatment
uOne

standard deviation

ofthe mean is shown in parentheses

lipid production and the congener dishibution of the
biosurfactant produced by P. aeruginosd IGB83 in response
to non-toxic Cd2* amendments. Two distinct differences

in the temporal pattems of rhamnolipid
in response to Cd2*. Firsq a growth phase

were observed
production

related delay in rhamnolipid production was observed, and
second, rhamnolipid production was sustained until late

stationary phase (96

production

in

h) in

Cd-amended culfures, while
by mid-

Cd-free control cultures ceased

stationary phase (53 h).
Cadmium-induced delay in rhamnolipid production

Rhamnolipid production by Cd-amended cultures did not
attain levels comparable to that of the control cultures until
late stationary/early death phase (96 h). The qRT-PCR
results indicate that the reduced amount of rhamnolipid
produced by Cd-amended cultures from late log through

mid-stationary growth phase was not explained
transcriptional downregulation

by

a

of either the rhlB or rhlC

genes. One potential explanation is that elevated intracellular

Cd2" concentrations may function as environmental cues
triggering postkanscriptional regulation of rhamnolipid
sl,nthesis. Such a responss to Cd2* is logical considering
the potential increase in cellular energy demand generated by
metal transporters of the P-type AIPase superfamily,
typically the first line of defense against Cd2* (kwinson
et al. 2009), as well as by other physiological responses to
Cd2" stress. Current research suggests that rhamnolipid is a
secondary metaboiite that imposes a metabolic burden on the

cell, thus it is logical to hypothesize that a cell would limit
production to channel energy to coping with cadmium sffess

(Zhu and Rock 2008).
The well-characterized QS regulatory network of P
oeruginosa provides a model for the potential posttranscriptional mechanism conholling rhamnolipid synthesis.
The genetic complexity of this regulatory network at the

6
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transcriptional and posttranscriptional level has been
credited as a key element in the tremendous versatility
of P. aeruginosa @oyer and WisneiwskiDy6 2009). One
component of this network allowing posttranscriptional
control ofQS regulated genes is the repressor ofsecondary
metabolites @sm) system, a system that has been previously shown to influence rhamnolipid synthesis (Heurlier
et al. 2004). The Rsm system is a two component system
composed of RsmA, a small RNA-binding regulatory
protein, and a group of small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs)
that can bind either to mRNAs affecting their stability or
translation or to the RsmA proteins antagonizing their
activity (Boyer and Wisneiwski-Dy6 2009). During growth
of P. aeruginosa on rich media, RsmA was found to
produce a positive effect on rhamnolipid production, while

the sRNA, RsmZ, was found to sequester RsmA

thus

inhibiting its activity (Heurlier et al. 2004). The activity of
these posttranscriptional factors permits the fine tuning of
the production of extracellular virulence factors such as
rhamnolipid in response to environmental conditions (Juhas
et al. 2005) such as the presence of Cd2*.
While rhamnolipid yields in Cd-amended cultures were

in the corresponding confiol cultures
through stationary phase, the drop collapse data suggest
that production in these cultures actually began at a reduce
rate during late log phase. Thus, a second dynamic that
must be considered is the potential influence of extracellular rhamnolipid on Cd2* bioavailability. In previous work,
we demonstrated that amendment with RLl, resulted in a
concentration-dependent reduction in Cd2* toxicity to
planktonic Burkholderia sp. cells (Sandrin et al. 2000).
much tower than

in the presence of Cd2"
levels that completely inhibited growth. The addition of an
equimolar concentration of RLI to these cultures reduced

Burkholderiq sp. was cultured

toxicity with cultures showing growth after an extended
lag phase. The addition of a l0-fold higher molar concentration of

RLI

eliminated toxicity completely, restoring
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the cultures to the growth dynamics of the cadmium-free
controls. Extracellular rhamnolipid concentrations in the
current study were estimated for mid- (53 h) and late
stationary phase (96 h) cultures amended with 0,89 mM
Cd2* based on the yields reported in Table 3. Calculations
for molar concentrations were based on average molecular
weights for RLI and RL2 of 504 and 577, respectively, and
on the congener ratios reported in Table 4. The average
extracellular rhamnolipid concentrations were 2.4 and
3.7 mM for mid- and late stationary phase, respectively.
These values represent 2.7- and 4.2-fold higher rhamnolipid
concentrations than the initial Cd2* concentration ratios that

are well within the range

of rhamnolipid

concentration

needed to significantly reduce Cd2* toxicity as indicated by
our previous study. Thus, we hypothesize that as rhamnolipid production increases, Cd'* uptake will be reduced
due to complexation with extracellular rhamnolipid present
in the culture medium. A reduction in Cd2* uptake will lead

to a decrease in intracellular cadmium, presumably reducing Cd-induced posttranscriptional control of rhamnolipid
synthesis.
Sustained rhamnolipid production through late stationary

times. Though the RL2/RL1 ratio at a specific growth time
was somewhat variable from batch to batch, the ratio was
always significantly higher for Cd-amended cultures and
the magnitude of the increase was relatively consistent.
These results are particularly significant in light of a separate
study described elsewhere where we have determined the
complexation constants for RLl{d and RL2-Cd using
differential pulse polarography. Although complicated by
rhamnolipid adsorption, these data show that the strength
of the RL2-Cd complex (log 8:10.2) is several orders
of magnitude larger than the RLI-Cd complex (log B:
6.5) (Lebr6n-Paler 2008). The complexation constant for
the RLI-Cd complex is in close agreement with that of
previously published work (6.5 vs. 6.89) using a batch
method of analysis (Ochoa-Loza et al. 2001), Thus, the
increase in the relative RL2 concentration would enhance
Cd2" complexation in the culture supematant, further limiting
the Cd2* uptake by cells. It is intriguing that metals in the
sunounding environment may influence the rhamnolipid
congeners produced by bacteria which in hrm would impact
metal bioavailability and toxicity for the cell as well as
mediate metal speciation reactions surrounding cells in the
environment.

The sustained upregulation of rhlB during mid-stationary

phase

phase (53

The second temporal response observed

in

rhamnolipid
production was a sustained production of rhamnolipid to
late stationary phase (96 h) in Cd-amended cultures, while
production in Cd-free control cultures ceased by midstationary phase (53 h). The sustained production was

ofthe rhlB gene
in Cd2* treatrnents relative to the Cd-free confrol cultures
associated with elevated expression levels

during mid-stationary phase (53 h). It is interesting to note
that no parallel increase in rhlC expression was observed at
53 h. In fact, upregulation of rhlC in all treatments was just
4-fold, much less than the two orders of magnitude
observed for rhlB suggesting that QS associated regulation
has a more dramatic effect on rhlB than rftlC expression for
iGB83. These results could be explained by the fact that the
rhlC gene is not linked to the rhlAB operon nor located on
the chromosome in the rhl gene cluster (Rahim et al. 2001 ).

Thus, rhlC may experience differential regulation in
response to certain environmental factors at the transcriptional level.
Influence of cadmium on rhamnolipid congener distribution
Perhaps the most interesting observation was the effect of
Cd2* on the distribution of the rhamnolipid congeners. Cd2*
treatrnents resulted in a 1.5- to l.8-fold increase in the ratio

congeners produced relative to control
treatrnents. This effect was observed for cultures amended
with 0.45 or 0.89 mM Cd2* at both 53 and 96 h growth

of RL2 to RL1

h) is clearly related to the parallel

sustained

production of rhamnolipid through stationary phase for Cdamended cultures, but it is unclear whether there is any
association between this upregulation and the enhanced

dirhamnolipid production described above. Rahim et al.
(2001) predict that a portion of the RLI is immediately
secreted from the cell following synthesis while the
remaining fraction is retained within the cell and thus is
available for transformation into RL2 by rftlC. Based on
this model, a potential hypothesis for the elevated RL2
concentrations in Cd-amended cultures is that the presence
of Cd2* influences the rhamnolipid secretion process in a
manner that reduces the amount of RLI released from the
cell thus increasing the amount converted to RL2. This
hypothesis is supported by work showing that the quorum
sensing systems of P. aeruginosa have been implicated in
regulation of both the production and'secretion of virulence
factors such as rhamnolipids (Hentzer et al. 2003).
In summary the results presented in this study
demonstrate the influence of Cd2* on the transcriptional
expression of rhlB, the dynamics of rhamnolipid production, and the distribution of the RL1 and RL2 congeners
produced. These data combined with previously published

work documenting strong complexation constants between
rhamnolipid and various heavy metals (Lebr6n-Paler
2008; Neilson et al. 2003; Ochoa-Loza et al. 2001) present
intriguing evidence suggesting a potential impact of this
bacterium on the solubility and bioavailability of metals
in environmental systems. This observation is of interest
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because

(a) rhamnolipids can be made in significant

quantities, (b) they are immediately released from the cell

with the potential to influence the extracellular environment, and (c) P. aeruginosa is an ubiquitous bacterium
found in desert, agricultural, grassland, and forest soils
(Drees 2004; Green et al. 1974) as well as in riverine
ecosystems (Pellet et al. 1983) and metal-contaminated
sites (Bodour et al. 2003). Thus, there is potential for
rhamnolipids to influence metal bioavailability in a broad
range of ecosystems including environmental and animal
systems.
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